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Young Wild West and ihe Disputea Claim
Or, ARIETIA'S GOLDEN SHOWER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Flip-Flap Flat Wrestling Match.
There was a big crowd gathered in front of the
Tenderfoot Tavern, the leading gambling and
drinking resort of Flip-Flap Flat, Colorado, late
one afternoon, a few years ago, when mining
camps were springing up like mushrooms in various parts of the country kno,vn as the wild West.
There was going to be a wrestling match between Hug Johnson, the "bad man" of the camp,
and a big cowboy named Bud Swift. Shortly
after noon half a dozen cowboys had ridden into
the little town, and since that time they had
been making things hum, for it was pay day, and
Flip-Flap Flat was the nearest place to the ranch
at which they worked.
Cowboys, as a rule, like to spend their wages
quickly. Then they will go back to the range and
put in another month, patiently waiting for pay
day to come again. The population of the Flat,
as it was generally called for short, did not reach
a hundred, and four-fifths of them were men who
had roughed it for years in searfh for gold. Of
course there were very rough characters among
them. There always will be, too, in such places,
whether the time be at the present or a hundred
years from now. In a mining camp a hundred
miles from a city, and with no railroad communication, lawlessness is certain to exist, even if
.only in a small degree. The cowboys had got
themselves good and drunk, and, they had shot up
the town until some of the miners decided to curb
them a little. It fell to the lot of Hug Johnson,
the bad man of the camp, who was a sort of
leader for the worst element there, to "call" the
cowboys.
He had started in to do this as the cowboys
came out of the Tenderfoot Tavern, ready to resume their sport, which consisted of riding up
and down the single sti·eet of the camp and shooting their revolvers in the· ·air. But when the bad
man struck Bud Swift, the leader of the cowboys,
he met one who was easily his match, any way
speaking. The two had indulged in a few words,
and Hug intimated that if Bud got down off his
horse he would "chuck him in ther middle of trier
road."
The cowboy dismounted in a hurry, and then
somebody proposed that they "wrastle," to see
who was the best man. No wonder, then, that a
crowd gathered.! for wrestling bouts were bound
to draw as weil in Flip-Flap Flat as anywhere
else. Usually the differences of men were set-

tled in a different way, so that m.ule it all th&
more interesting. Never were two men more will~ng to wrestle than those two, and as they stepped
mto the center of the human ring that had been
qui~kly formed they looked as though they meant
busmess. . lt was just at this time that a party
on horseback came into view, and as one of the
miners noticed them, he called out:
. "Here comes_ some gals, boys! Maybe they'd
like ter see tlus performance. Jest wait a minute afore yer make th.er buttons fly."
Inst~ntly all eyes were turned toward the approaching strangers. Even the two belligerents
took them in with no little interest depicted on
their counteaances. The fact was that the men
of Flip-Flat Flats were not in the habit of seein"'
~uch striking personages as those now approach:
mg.
The party consisted of eight, and right here we
m~y as well stat~ th~t it w:is made up of Young
Wrld West and his fnends, including two Chinese
servants: Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot, Pr~ce of the Saddle, and dashing boy-hero
of the wild West, was known far and near in
that region, though there were camps and places
that he had never visited. Flip-Flap Flat happened to be one of them, but he was yet a hundred yards away when one of the cowboys recognized hjm.
"It's Young Wild West, ther Champeen Deadshot!" he shouted. "An' his pards, Cheyenne
Charlie an' Jim Dart, an' their gals is with hin1.
· Hooray! Here comes ther proper one ter be judge
of . this wrastlin' game."
,
Attired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin his
sombrero tipped back upon his head, with' his
wealth of long chestnut hair streaming over his
shou_lders, the young deadshot sat upon the back
of his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, a perfect specimen
of a dashing hero of the wild West. The partners
mentioned by the cowboy were Cheyenne Charlie
an expe1·ienced scout and Indian fighter, and Jini
Dart, _a Western boy of about our hero's own age.
The girls consisted of Anna, the wife of the scout·
Arietta, the charming golden-haired sweetheart of
Young Wild West, and Eloise Gardner Jim Dart's
sweetheart. The two Chinamen we;e brothers
named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and they looked
~ be just plain, ordinary Celestials, simple and
mnocent. The latter two were each leading a
pack horse, which were loaded with a camping
outfit, and they seemed to be as much pleased as
any of the rest at reaching the mining camp for
it was near night, as has been stated.. · ·
'-
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The two men, who were anxious to "wipe up the to h.i s five friends, who were gathered in a bunch.
g1·ound·· with each o'ther, waited with considerable "Ther galoot don't know ther first thing about
patience, though they never once thought of giv- wrastlin'."
"I don't, eh?" reto1·ted the bad man, as he got
ing up the wrestling bout.
"Hello Wild!" cried the cowboy who had sin- upon his feet. "I'll blame soon show yt!r?"
gled out' the dashing boy, "You're jest in time.
Then he deliberately struck the man a blow in
One of my parda is goin' ter wrastle with a big the face that sent him reeling.
galoot here what thinks he owns ther blamed old
"Wow!" cried the cowboy, as he grabbed for his
town. Jest git down off your horse an' come an' revolver. "You'll take a lead pill fur that, you
treacherous galoot!"
referee ther game, will yer?"
But Young Wild West bad him by the wrist in
"I would rather that some one else did that,"
·
was the reply. "I am a stranger here, and I a twinkling,
don't want to take part in anything like that."
"Don't do that," he said calmly. "Fight it out
"Oh, that don't make no difference, young fel- the way you started. Shooting is barred, if I am
ler. We ain't got no referee," spoke up Hug going to referee the match."
Johnson, the bad man. "I s'pose it would be bet"Let go, boy!" yelled Bud Swift, who was now
ter ter have a referee, an' a stranger ter both of very much angered. "That feller is lookin' fur it,
us would be ther proper galoot ter do it. You're so he may as well git his medicine right now! I
only a boy, but yer ought ter be able ter tell kin lick him in any style he wants it, an' don't yer
which is ther best of two wrastlers."
furgit it!"
"I reckon I can tell that much," was the reply,
The young deadshot did not know the cowboy
as Young Wild West dismounted. "Suppose you and
hardly recognized the one who had greeted
make the ring a little larger, so every one can see him he
warmly. He met so many cowboys in his
so
the fun?"
travels that it was difficult to remember them all.
"There ain't goin' ter be much fun about this- There was one thing about Wild, as he was called
not fur that big galoot, anyhow," spoke up Bud by his friends, and that was that he was always
Swift tlie cowboy, as the miners and cowboys bound to have his own way about a thing. He
gathe~ed around spread out, so as to give all the had been the unanimous choice for referee, and
newcomers an opportunity to witness the bout. he had made up his mind to do the square thing.
Young Wild West seemed right at home among That meant that both must do the square thing>
the strangers. He coolly stepped into the ring, and act in accordance with his views.
and then, casting a swift look at the faces of
"Let him shoot, young feller," said Hug Johnthose gathered about, -said:
son, who had placed his hand on the butt of his
"If it is satisfactory to all hands, I will en- own revolver, and was ready to take a shot himdeavor to referee this wrestling match. If it self. "He'll git all he wants of that, I reckon."
isn't, I don't want to do it."
"Well, just go ahead and finish this wrestling
"It's all right, young feller," answered Bud game, and then if you want to wind up by shootSwift quicltly. "Ther bad man is willin', an' so ing it out, I don't care. But I am going to have
am I. Go ahead. If it's putty close on a de- my way about this. Put up your shooters, both
cision, an' yer make a mistake, you're likely ter of you. It is to be the best two out of three, so
git hurt, that's all."
go ahead."
"Well, I'll run my chances on that part of it,"
There was such a persuasive way about the ·boy
and the young deadshot smiled at the speaker.
the two men gave in to him. The crowd
"I know something about wrestling myself, so I that
cheered loudly at this, showing that they apreckon I'll be able to give a fair decision. Are proved
what he had done. As the revolvers
you both ready?"
dropped back into their holsters the miner and
"Yes," came the reply from both men.
"What is it going to be-run in and catch cowboy faced each other again.
"Are you ready?" Young Wild West asked.
holds?"
"Yes!" cried the pair.
.
"Yes."
"Go it, then!"
"All right, then. When I count three, sail in.
Once more they came together. They kept on ·
One!"
their feet pretty well this time for about a minThe men gave a little hitch at their belts, as ute.
Then the miner went down heavily, the
though that was the one important thing just cowboy
on top.
then:
settles it!" said our hero. "The cowboy
"That
"Two!"
·
wins!"
The mlner took an involuntary step,
As Hug Johnson got up it could be seen that
"Three!"
Both leaped forward, and the. next minute they he was in a terrible rage.
.had clinched and were rolling upon the ground.
"I'm goin' ter fill yer with holes!" he cried, pullIt was difficult to tell just who had the best of it ing his revolver. "There ain't no galoot of a
for the space of a minute, but finally the cowboy cowboy livin' what kin whip me! An' if any gagot on top and stayed there, holding bis oppo- loot of a boy interferes, he'll git his dose, tool
nent's shoulders to the ground.
I'm a bad man, an' I'm proud of it!"
"The first fall for the cowboy!" called out our
"Put up that gun, my friend!"
hero, speaking in the cool way for which he was
The words were spoken so coolly that the minfamous. "Get up-!"
er could not understalld it when he saw a reBud Swlft arose, a confident smile on his face. volver in the bands of the boy pointed directly at
.. l knowed how it would be," he said, turning his breast.
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steppin' around, though," he muttere~ "I s'pose
ther other f.e ller is around ther corner over there,
jest about in ther same situation. Pshaw! It'll
"Wha-what are yer doin ?" Hug Johnson ask- be suppertime afore anybody gits shot here."
ed, as he dropped his revolver back in the hQl•
The scout walked back to the front of the tavster.
ern. The crowd was there. still, and there was a
"Well, you just said that if 'any galoot of a silence among them.
boy interfered he would get his d0se'; I have in"What are yer waitin' fur?" Charlie asked.
terfered, so what are you going to do about it?"
"Ter hear ther shootin'," the cowboy who had
The boy had sized up the crowd pretty well, recognized our hero answered.
and he came to the conclusion that there were
"Well, I reckon you.'11 wait a good while, then.
some men there who would hardly hesitate to They're both afraid ter go around ther corners of
commit any crime if they took the notion. There ther shanty. I reckon some of yer had better
was no doubt in his mind that Hug Johnson was call it off, an' invite ther two galoots in ter drink.
about the worst of the lot, too, and as he meant They ain't anxious ter git shot, either one of 'em."
to remain at the mining camp for a few !:!,ays, he
A.s if to verify his words Hug Johnson appearthought it about as well to let the bad men know ed just then. He was coming around1the shanty,
that he and his friends had better be left alone. the revolver still clutehecl in his hand,• and if;
Wild took a certain delight in surprising such could be seen plainly that his , face was very
ruffians as Hug Johnson was, too, and he could white.
not help making an example of him now.
"What's ther matter, Hug?" one of his C'.l!Onies
"Would yer shoot me; young feller?" the ras~ called out.
.c ally miner asked.
"Pshaw!" was the reply. "What's ther use?
"I c.e rtainly would if you tried to shoot me," That galoot ain't goin' ter show himsel'f, so I'd
was the cool reply.
be a fool ter step around an' let him drop me,
"But I wasn't goin' ter shoot you; I only said wouldn't I? He's willin' tel' drop it, I guess, an'
as how I would if yer interfered between that so am I."
galoot an' .me. I don't want no trouble with you.
The five cowboys w}io recognized Bud Swift as
You're altogether too young ter go around pickin'' their leader evidently thought it would be a good
up rows with men old, enough ter be your fa- thing to drop it, and after they had held a short
ther. You jest git out ·of ther way now. Go on consultation, one of them hastened ar.ound the
with your friends. Me an' ther cowpuncher will othe1· side of the shanty.
settle it in our own way."
"Come on, Bud!" he said. "The-r galoot is willThis was a fair request, and our hero did not in' ter drop it. I don't 11:now as there's any use ,
feel that he could refuse it.
in doin' any shootin', jest fur what's happened.
_._"All 'right,." he said 'th reply. "But I advise You won the-r wrastlin' match, anyhow."
·
you_ to get well out of the way, so you won't acci"All right," was the , re-p[y, anµ, breathing a
dentally hit any of the · crowd when you begin sigh of relief, the cowboy put his revolver in his
holster and came around front .
.:,hooting."
.
"Come on behind ther shanty!" bawled the
Hug w:;is t here, and he nodded as they came
cowboy, who seemed to be much pleased at the face to face.
prospect of fighting it out with guns. "l'm,just
"Let's have a drink," he said.
in trim further sneakin' galoot! Whoopee!"
"I'll go yerl" came the reply.
"You start around that side of ther shanty, an'
Cheyenne Chal'lie burst into a loud laugh.
I'll start around this," said Hug quickly. "J~t"You're a putty tame pair," he called out. "But
blaze away ther minute yer see me, an' I'll do - I r~ckon that's ther best way ter settle it."
ther same to you. This thing has got ter be
"You · wouldn't think I was very tame if I got
settled, an' there ain't no better way of doin' it after yer once!''. retorted the cowboy.
"Don't mind what he says, Bud," s-poke up the
than this."
,
Our hero walked back and took his horse by the cowboy who knew our friends. "That 's Cheyenne
bridle. Since the two men wanted to fight it out, Charlie, one of ther whitest men what ever pulled
he was going to allow them to do it. It really a gun. He's one of Young Wild West 's pards, an'
was no affair of his, anyhow. But he had made any one what is a pard of that boy is bound ter
quite a study of human nature, and he knew that be all right, an' don't yer furgit it!"
thei:e was hardly enough of a grudge existing
"All right, Sam. But I ain't goin' ter stand
between the two men to make them take the everything, yer know. I ain't built that way."
chances of dying with their boots on.
"Of course yer ain't, Bud. We aH know that."
"Boys," said he, speaking to his two partners,
Our friends waited until they saw that every"I reckon there won't be an awful lot of plood thing was settled for the time, and t hen t hey
spilled. There they go! Now wait to h ear the looked around for a suitable place to pitch their
shooting."
camp. They might have been able to put up at
"I jest reckon that I'm goin' ter see it, if there the tavern, but it was not a very large shanty,
is any," declared Cheyenne Charlie, as he slipped and they had experienced just about enough· of
:from the back of his mustang a,nd hastily ran to that sort of business to know that the 'accommoa point from which he could obtain a view of the dations they would be apt to get would hardly
rear .of the house. As the scout got there he saw ,come up to their requirements. Consequently
the cowboy standing at one corner, his revolver they had better camp, as they did when they were .
alone in- t4e wilde_rness.. Even- the girls were
ready to shoot.
·
"That galoot is ready ter shoot if he's forced used to this mode of living, arrd they had- learned
ter; but he ain't goin' ter take ther chances of to love that kind of life. The region th@ mining
CHAPTER II.-Our Friends Go Into Calil,Il.
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camp was located in was well watere1l, and there
CHAPTER UL-Hop Shows Some T ricks.
was plenty of the very best of•,grass for the
)lorses, A creek ran through t}j.e fiat piece of
Hop Wah was not long in teaching the Tenderland that was hemmed in by steep hills on all
aides but one, and it was along the banks of this foot Tavern. There was another smaller gamshallow stream that the miners had staked out bling and drinking place in the mining camp, but
their claims. But there were no claims in the the tavern was the nearest, and there did not
heart of the collection of shanties that were be- seem to be any one hanging ar ound t he smaller
ing worked, and, seleoting a spot that was just at . one just then. The Chinaman liked plenty of
the outskirts and directl y beneath a jagged cliff, company, and he knew he could find it at the t avern. He went along in a hurry, f or he was afraid
Young Wild West came t o a halt and said :
"Hern we are, boys. I reckon this will do all that Cheyenne Charlie might call him back , and
rlght. A claim has been st aked out here, but as in that event he would have to obey. As Hop
the owner don't seem to be working it, I reckon entered the barroom, which w as a pretty large
we'll be allowed to pitch our camp here. If we one and without anything in the way of a finish
are ordered to get off by the owner I reckon we'll on the inside walls, he found the rough board
go somewhere else. Here, you Chinamen, just get counter lined with men. There was an evidence
a hustle on you and put up the t ents. Do you see of good humor there just then, for the cowboys
had become on very friendly terms with the minwhere the sun is ? "
The golden orb of day was just t ouching t he ers after the wrestling match and what followed
top of a distant range, and in a few minutes it it.
"Here comes Young Wild West's smart heathwould be down and out of sight . This meant t hat
it was high t ime that supper was ready. It was en!" cr ied the cowboy called Sam, who had recogmiddle autumn and the nights wer e pretty cold nized Wild and his par tner s a s they rode into the
in that mountai nous region, so Charlie and J im camp. "H ello, there, Mister Chinee !"
"Hello, my fiiend !" answered Hop, smiling in a
hastened to gather some wood to start a fire with,
while Hop and Wing busied themselves in putting cheerful way and rubbing his hands. "Me allee
up the two tents that were occupied as sleeping samee goodee Chinee; me comee in to buy lillee
quarters. That of the girls was a small one, just dlink of tanglefoot."
"I reckon yer kin have all ther tanglefoot yer
about the size to accommodate them nicely, while
the other was twice as big. They had done it so want. Give him a drink, boss."
The cowboy threw down the money, and as
many times and had everything at hand for the
purpose, so the two Celestials quickly got the Hop stepped up, t~e owner of the tavern, who
tents up and Jn proper shape. By this time Jim was doing duty behind the ba'r , put out a bottl&
had kindled the fire and Wild and the girls had and glass. The Celestial got his drink, and then
personally seen to the horses. Charlie was busy turned and smiled at the collection· of rough-lookcarrying the blankets and other thinvs to the ing men. Then he noticed a table upon which lay
tents, and by the time he had finished, Wing, who a pack of cards.
"Me likee play lillee game dlaw pokee, so be;"
was the cook, was putting coffee in the pot to
he said.
l>oil.
•
"That's it!" exclaimed Sam, nodding his head.
"I · reckon I'll go to ther store and buy some
bread," said Wild. "It will be a change from the "Ther heathen Is a mighty good card player. I've
corn muffins we are used to having 110 often. But heard that said of him. Now, then, if there's any
corn uiuffins can't be beat, just the same, not when one here what thinks he ain't jest let him step up
affl have a t ry!"
Anna makes them."
"Have yer got any money ? " one of the miners
The scout's wife smiled at the compliment. ·
She was certainly an excellent · cook, and very queried.
"Me allee samee gottee lillee bit," was the reply;
often she gave Wing a helping hand. Our hero and
to prove it Hop produced a roll of bills that
had no sooner started for the sto1·e than Hop made fairly
made the miners and cowboys stagger.
a move to leave the camp.
Seve1·al of the m en wanted to play poker right
"Here! Where are you goin', you yalter g~ away ; but it soon settled down to t hree of the
loot?" demanded Cha rlie.
miners, who had more money just t hen than they
"Me go ·to helpee Mister Wild cally back um knew what t o do with. Hop was in a sort of
blead, so be," was the bland reply, while an inno- hurry, f or he felt that some one would be after
cent smile came over t he Celestal's face.
him at any moment now. He did not intend to
"You're goin' ter look fur some whisky, or a play any longer than t wo or three hands, or until
game of poker, yer mean. Now you'd better wait
he got the chance to deal. He sat down with the
I reckon,"
·
' three men, who, by the way, were known to be
But Hop did not mean to wait. He was very experts at the game, and as the old cards were
f ond of tanglefoot, as he called whisky, and he 1·emoved and a brand-new pack was tossed on the
would rather nlay draw poker than eat. The fact table he picked them up and looked them over.
He' gave a satisfied nod and shuffled them in
was that he was so much gifted iri the art of
sleight-of~~and that ordinary card sharps were what seemed to be a thorough manner. But whe~
but playtnmgs for }Jim. Charlie's attention was he placed them down there was an ace second
called just then by three men.who were approach- from the bottom card. Hop knew this for a cering the little camp, and the Chinaman Jost no tainty. The cut was then made, the Chinaman
time in gettini; away. One of the men was Hug waiting till the last. As luck would have it, tl).e ,Johnson, and bv his manner he was evidently com- highest cut was a king, so Hop picked up all of
bur there on busine~a.
the remaining cards but the bottom one and
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turned over an ace. He had won the 1e.al in
what the men thought was a purely legitrmat e
way. Hop now shuffled the cards, dexterous ly
placing some of them just where he wanted them.
The man on the right cut them, as the one on
the left put up an ante of fi~e ~o,~lar~.
.
"Velly stiffee gamee; no limit, said Hop, smiling blandly.
There was no particula r one whom he wante d
to make his victim, so he dealt them all pretty
good hands to draw to. Four of the cards he
dealt himself were the aces of the pack. All came
in and then the drawing began. The result was
g;atifyin g to all three of the men, f?r each found
himself the possessor of four of a ki1;d. One had
four kings another four queens, while the third
was pleased to look upon four jacks. They were
card sharps as has been said, but no one suspected that 'a clever trick had been played, and
the result was that a big sum of money was soon
on the table. Hop kept on raising it until finally
the call was made.
.
..
"Me gottee four lillee aces," he said snulingly ,
and then he raked in the pot.

JHAPTER IV.-Wild Makes a Purchase.
Charlie and Jim knew that trouble was coming
the moment they saw that one of the three men
approach ing was Hug Johnson, the so-called bo~s
of the mining camp. But they were n~t a bit
afraid of the result, so they calmly waited for
them to come up.
.
"Hello, there!" called out Hug! puttmg ~n a_n
mine. - -x n,+.ance. "I reckon this here ~!aim is
want ter use this gro\1..haxe ter move, cause I
"Does it belong to you 'l" Charue'' a:,..._..., _ .
his best to keep cool.
··
"Yes. Here's ther document ter prove it."
The paper he produced satisfied the scout and
Jim that he really did own the land, for the claim
was numbered and made over to .Hugley Johnson.
"I reckon you'll have ter wait till Young Wild
West comes back from ther store. He's ther boss
of this outfit," said Charlie, as he handed back
the naper. "We wouldn't start ter move without
he said fur us ter do it."
"Well, all right," was the reply. "Maybe Young
Wild West might take a notion ter buy ther claim.
I'll sell out mighty cheap, 'cause I've got more
land here which pays me better than this would
be apt ter."
Wild soon came back from the store, and, seeing
the three men there, he hurried a little.
"Wild," said the scout, "this claim belongs ter
that big galoot there. He says we've got ter
move."
"Is that so?" retorted the boy coolly, as he
handed his purchases to the cook. "Has he proved his ownershi p?"
"I reckon this here paper will nrove it," spoke
up Hug, producin~ it.
Wild looked at it, and then handed it back.
_
"I reckon that's right," he said. "But are you
ordering us away from here just because I decided against you in the wrestling bout or do you
really want to use the land?"
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"See here, Young Wild West! I'll sell you this
claim fur two hundred dollars. I've never worked
it, an' I don't know whether it's worth two hundred cents, two hundred dollars, or two hundred
thousand dollars. There ain't nothin' ter be found
on ther surface, but there may be a million of
gold down in ther ground. What do yer say 'l
Is it buy or git out?"
"Buy the claim, Wild!"
It was Arietta was spoke. Our hero had no
notion of doing it, but when his sweethea rt spoke
that way, he c-uickly changed his mind.
"All right," he said. "Mr. Johnson, I'll take the
claim."
"Give us your two hundred, then!" was the
eager rejoinder.
"Put your name on the back of that paper, first
declaring that you have assigned the claim to
me," said Wild, as he tendered the document to
him.
"I can't write," was the reply. "You write
down what yer want, an' I'll put my mark down."
"All right. We'll go over to the store and fix
it up."
"That suits me, Young Wild West."
Wild looked at Arietta, who nodded to him to
go ahead, and showed that she was much pleased
with the transactio n.
"Come on, Jim," said our hero. "You can be
one of the witnesses ."
"All right," was the reply, and the boy started
after them.
They all walked over to the supply store, and
when Wild called for a pen and ink it was promptly given him.
"Your name is Jackson, according to the sign
across the front of your store," said the young
deadshot, looking at the proprietor .
"Yes, that's right," was the reply. "Marcus
u-.,;y-.. . !s my name."
ou JUS t wn..,,
thP. back of this document
that Hugley Johnson transfers tlu:, c ~ _rl<>_gcribed thereon to Young Wild West, will you? -1 will
pay you for your trouble."
"I'll do that for nothing," was the quick reply.
He wrote down just what Wild dictated and then
H;ug Johnson declared that he was ready to make
his mark. Our hero handed the storekeep er the
two hundred dollars, and he said:
. "When this m~n has attached his mark to the
signature you will write for him and two witnesses have signed it, give him that money, and
me the paper."
"All right. Here you go-Hugl ey Johnson
which is the full name of Hug, as I know. Now;
Hug, make an X right there."
';l'he bad man took the pen and made the required mark.
'.'Jim, _put your name down as a witness," uaid
Wild quietly.
Jim did so.
"Now, if you will also sign I will hoe ,.bliged to
you, Mr. Jackson."
"Certainly . I consider that you will b'e a customer of mine, and as there are quite a few of
you at your camp I will appreciat e your trade. I
am glad to be able to do you the favor of signing
the paper as a witness, though I would be just as
willing- if I never expected to see you again Hua
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wants to sell the claim, and you want to buy it.
That is about all there is to it."
He put his name down and the money was given the mi11er, Wild taking the paper.
"Hooray!" cried the bad man. "Come on, boys!
We'll go over to tber saloon an' wet up on ther
etrength of the.r sale. Then we'll go down to
ther Tenderfoot Tavern an' have some more
drinks. Young Wild West, I hope yer strike it
rich on that claim."
There was a ring of sarcasm in the last be said,
but Wild onli smiled. As soon as the three men
had gone, Wild and Jim left also, after the storekeeper had been thanked. The latter smiled and
assured them that he did not consider it a favor
at all, When they got back to the camp Wild
showed the paper to Arietta; who gave a nod of
aatisfaction.
Ou1· hero put the paper in the leather wallet he
carried, and then he turned his attention to the
supper, which was about ready. After the supper was over Wild and Charlie left the camp and
walked to the tavern. They got there just as
Hop scooped in the pot in the game of poker. It
was quite a sum of money that the clever Chinaznan had won, and he was willing to quit the
game the moment he saw our hero and the scout.
The three miners had become a little suspicious
Of him too, since they laid down their hands and
found that each held four of a kind. But just
then who should come in but Hug Johnson and
the two who had gone with him to order our
friends off the land they had pitched their camp
on.
"Hello!" cried Johnson, when he saw the cards
on the table. "What's goin' on-a game of poker?"
"Allee samee lillee gamee dlaw pokee," Hop answered cheerfully.
"Good enough! I reckon I'll take a hand in
this. Yer don't mind, do yer, boysJ; tber neatb"There ain't no use .iJ)
them "He jest
en, I ypclc,;,,., ., ..,,s-werea one o
·
d f
cleaned us out of a few hundred, too. h'."-~ y ur
anything. Jest think of four fellers s1ttin down,
'
ch holdin' four of a kind! Ther heathen
an ea
h"
had ther four aces, thoug ·
ld 't
"Well I never yet seen ther p;aloot I cou n
hold m ' own with in a game of poker. Heathen,
I'll jesi play you three hands from a cold deck
fur a hundred dollars a hand!"
"Allee light," answered Hop,

,...t~-'-f

CHAPTER V.-The Disputed Claim.
Young Wild West knew perfectly well that t~e
('1,inaman would be sure to win. Hug Johhnstin~m s
nd that he would do it by c ea g.
)i i:::tor!, he decided to tell the ~iner just what
~ort of a gambler be was ~p agrul!- st· "
"See here," he said, looking at him. You ~ake
my advice and don't play with Hop. The ih111r
man can beat the man that made t?e car .
e
·n in all you've got if you play with him. Hop,
;~u
better go to the camp and get your sup-
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plet,ty soonee, Misler Wild," came the
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"Yer won't go till we've played three hands fur

a hundred dollars a band," spoke up Hug. "I
jest want ter find out what I am up ag'in, anyhow. Put up your money, an' jest remember that
there ain't no drawin' of cards ter be done."
"Allee light," and Hop smiled cheerfully and
put a hundred dollars on the table.
Hug did the same, and then they cut for deal.
The villain won. To an ordinary obse\.ver it
would have seemed that the game was bound to
be a perfectly square one, since there was to be
no drawing of cards. But Hug Johnson did not
figure on winning by drawing cards; be was going to get bis hand simply by dealing out the
five cards. Having won the deal, he was sure to
have two chances, so he felt that he was bound
to win two out of three. Hop did not appear to
be watching him particularly; in fact, he did not
seem to care what he did with the cards. As he
had the four aces he had won vl'ith before up one
of his loose-fitting sleeves, there was a reason for
this. But this was all in the game, for Hug had
proposed the game just for the purpose of fleecing
the Chinaman. When he bad the cards ready he
allowed Hop to cut them, and the cut was made
just as be desired it, for he had managed to work
the queens and jacks of the pack together alternately, and he knew exactly where they were.
He dealt them out, and when Hop found that he
had four jacks he was not a bit surprised. But
while Hug was looking at bis own band the Chinaman changed the four jacks for the four he had
in his sleeves. That sleeve had been made purposely for that kind of work, since it had a pocket in it that would hold half a dozen cards quite
handily.
"Well," said Hug, looking at the. rrv:>~"' you've
tab!~, "I reckon that mIDl"liop. It's a showd?,wn,
go~ ~-DY@'Pfile. What do yer _think of them?
- He laid down his hand, showmg the four queens.
"Velly goodee hand, so be," answered Hop.
"But me gottee four lillee aces. Lat velly muchee
better band, so be."
.
"Heathen, you've cheated!" roared the mmer,
his eyes fairly bulging from sheer amazement.
"You stole them four aces, rn bet!"
"You deal, Misler Hug," was the calm retort.
and then the Chinama:n took the _two hundred dollars and quickly got 1t out of sight.
"What did I tell you?" Young Wild. West o~served looking at the bad man, a smile on hJS
·h ands~me face. "You wanted to play after I
warned you not to. Now you can swallow your
pill, Hug Johnson."
A
"Oh I reckon I ain't broke yet.'' he answereu,
after ~ short silence. "I got two hundr~d dollars
out of you fur a piece of ground that ain't worth
nothin'. An' I might as well. t,ell yer now that
fuer paper you got from me :im t wor:~. a~ mu<;h
as a clean piece of paper with no wntin on it.
Jackson ther storekeeper, wrote out that deed
ter me ~hen I first come here, an' he put a ~a~e
to it which ain't nobody's name. Ther clarm is
staked out but ther number was never filed. I
reckon yo.J. don't own it any more'n I do. Ha, ha,
ha!"
This was tanta1izing, of course; but our hero
took it very cool. He did not doubt that what
the villain said was the truth. But he had the
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claim, and he meant to keep it as long as he
wanted to, anyhow.
"I could have told yer that Hug didn't own ther
claim," said one of the men, who had accompanied the villain to the camp of our friends. "I'm
ther one what owns it, an' I've got a paper that's
signed by ther Government man."
"What did yer want ter say anything fur, Bill
Lobby?" spoke up Hug, looking at him angrily.
"Why didn't yer let him find it out himself?"
"Let me see that paper you've got, will yer?"
Cheyenne Charlie asked, stepping up to the man
called Bill Lobby.
"Sartin I'll show it to yer," was the reply; and
he produced a rather dirty-looking document and
opened it, spreading it out on the bar.
Charlie took hold of it, as though he wanted to
get it closer to his eyes. But, instead of reading
it, he deliberately tore it into bits!
"I reckon that settles it!" he exclaimed, as he
whipped out a revolver. "If there's any galoot
here what says I didn't do ther l"ight thing in
tearin' up that paper, let him speak out!"
There was a deathly silence for the space of a
minute, and then a cheer went up from the cowboys present. A few of the miners joined in,
though the most of them kept silent.
"Good for you, Charlie!" cried Wild, who had
not imagined that the scout would think of making such a clever move. "Hop, you pick up the
pieces of paper that Charlie just threw on the
floor."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Celestial
hastened to obey. When he had gathered up
every piece Wild told him to strike a match and
burn them.
"I don't know whether I own the claim or not,"
our hero said, looking at the bad man, his eyes
flashing. "But I'll guarantee that I will hold on
to it until the United States Government puts me
off. There is no galoot in this mining camp who
can make us get oft', not if he is backed by all
the scoundrels here. You hear what I say, Hug
Johnson? I am going to hold that claim!"
"Wait till Bill Lobby goes over there ter take
possession," was the reply. "I ain't got nothin'
ter say, any more than yer give me two hundred
dollars fur turnin' that paper over to yer. It
ain't my fault if yer didn't find out what yer was
doin' afore yer paid ther money. I said ther claim
was mine, but yer had no right ter take my word
fur it."
"I'll hold that claim just as long as I want to.
To-morrow I am going to start and work it, and
I expect to find something there that's worth
while, too," said Wild.
Wild said this more for a bluff than anything
else, for he had no idea that there was any gold
on the claim, other than he knew that Arietta
was very lucky, and it had been through her that
he bought it.
"If there does happen ter be anything on ther
land, you'll find out who it belongs ter, Young
Wild West!" cried Bill Lobby, who would no
doubt have shot the scout for tearing up the paper but for the fact that he found he had no
chance.
"All right. Good night!"
The young deadshot looked at Hop, and that
meant that he wa~ to go on out with them. The
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three left the t avern and walked back to the
camp, satisfied t hat they had struck something
that was going to be the means of making no
little excitement before they got through.

CHAPTER VI.-Arietta's Golden Shower.
Arietta was much surprised when she learned
that the claim was in dispute.
"The scoundrels!" she cried. "Wild, I am sorry
I spoke about buying it."
"Well, never mind," was the reply. "Just for
the fun of it, we will start digging the first thin,t
in the morning. If we don't find anything, we
will keep the galoots worried. You can bet that
I will settle accounts with the villains who put up
this job before we leave Flip-Flap Flat!"
Our friends remained right there the rest of
the night. A watch was kept, just the same as
though they were camped in a wild part of the'
mountains, with nothing like a habitation .within
miles of tl:!.em. But no one offered to disturb
them, and when morning dawned they were soon
stirring. After breakfast they were discussing
the affairs of the previous day, when Arietta,
taking a pick, said:
"Well, let's see what the claim is worth, anyhow. Come on! I am going to do a little prospecting."
The !firl laughed men-ily, and Anna and Eloise
joined m. Arietta went straight to the moundlike hill that was at the rear of the staked-out
piece of ground.
"Wild," said she, pointing to it, "don't that look
as though it was made by human hands ? It
looks to me as though the earth had been piled
up there to conceal something. I noticed that
when we came here last night, but said nothing."
"Blamed if it don't look somethin' like a haystack!" the scout exclaimed, as he took a good
look at the mound.
"It does, t hat's a fact," our hero hastened to
say. "Is that the reason you wanted me to buy
the claim, Et?"
"Partly, I guess," she answered, with a laugh.
"Well, go ahead and dig into it. Let's see what
you get .for your trouble."
The girl went around the mound, and, picking
out what she thought was the proper place to
begin, let the pick go in the hard ground. Quite
a lot of dirt was loosened and rolled down.
"You've got a muscle like an old gold digger,
Arietta!" called out the scout. "Give her a few
more cracks like that an' you'll split ther blamed
old mound in two, I reckon."
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "Here
goes for another try."
As Arietta drove the pick into the bank a ~i:cond time there was a sudden cave-in and a vet·itable shower of golden nuggets poured out and
rolled down the hill.
"Hurrah!" cried Wild, waving his hat. "I reckon the dispute is settled now!"
Cheyenne Charlie was rendered speechless by
the dazzling sight, while Anna and Eloise came
running to the spot, their cheeks glowing with
excitement. Our he1·0 was the coolest one of
them all, for Arietta was so surprised at what
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"I just told you what I did it fo1·," our hero
answered. "You don't suppose I am going to let
a galoot fire two shots at me without answering
him, do you? H~ meant me, and he got bis dose,
that's all. I never shoot unless I have to."
. ''.How did be come ter fire at yer?" asked one
of tbe miners, who seemed to be a pretty levelheaded man.
"He sneaked up close to our camp, and wben he
saw tbat We discovered _him he fired a shot at
me, which come mighty close to my head. I lit
out after him, of couxse, and then be got behind
that tree over there and let go at me again. He
missed, the same as before, and tben I let hfm
have a bullet. I reckon you'll :find him there."
"It's all on account of ther disputed claim,"
said Hu.g, shrugging his shoulders, .and looking
very much as though he would like to try a shot
at tbe boy himself.
"That's right!" exclaimed Wild. "It is all on
account of the fraud you practiced on me. You
just look out that you are not the next one shot.
Do you understand what I say?"
"An' you jest look out that yer don't git a rope
around yer J1eck ! " came the reply. "Marcus.Jackson was a mighty good man, an' he never done
no wrong ter an,y one. BoiYS, are yer goin' ter
let ther young galoot go free, after he shot one
of ther best men in ther camp?"
"See here, Hug!" spoke up the man with the
1-e':el head. "If Jackson sneaked up ter Y-0ung
Wild West's camp an' then fired twice at him, I
reckon he only got what was .comin' ter him. As
fur Jackson bein' a square man, you know better
than that. I ain't one that bas a great deal ter
say, but what I do say I mean."
"Yer don't want ±er have too much ter say
Judge Hubbard," retorted the bully. .of the
warningly. "Me an' you has never cmne together
yet, an' you'd better look out that we don't. You
know what I am! I'm a bad .man when I take
ther notion. I kin shoot, too!"
"Oh, I reckon he isn't afraid of you!"· spoke u:p
Wild. ".Any man who is afraid of such a galoot
as you ought to be ashamed of himself. Since
you seen. so anxious to hang me for shooting to
save my own life, I reckon 1'11 give you a little
touching up. Just stand .ofl' from the rest there.
CHAPTER VIL-The Verdict Against Wild.
f'll show you how to shoot!"
The young deadshot had a revolver in either
'rhe shooting attTacted several men to, the spot,
and, s,:,eing them coming, Wild turned to Charlie hand in the twinkling of an eye, and the bad man
knew well enough that he had better do as he -had
·
and said:
"You run back and get that gold covered up. been told.
I wi ll meet them and explain matters."
"Don't let ther boy fill me with lead!" he cried
The scout did not wait to be told twice. He turning an appealing glance at his companions'.
Wild laughed loudly at this.
was o:ff like a shot. The miners came running to·
the spot, and when our hero saw that one of them
"Isn't he a fine specimen .of a man to be afraid
, was Hug Johnson he made up his mind that there of?" he called out mockingly. "Now, just watch
might be some more shooting, so he replaced the me shoot the heels off his boots!"
empty cartridge with a fresh one. There were
Crack! He fired, and hlt the villain's right
eight of the men coming, some of .whom being boot-heel, causing him to leap into the ail' and
• yell with fear.
well in the _rear.
"Worse than a tenderfoot, isn't he, boys?" said
"What's up?" called out the leader, as he hurthe young deadshot. "Now watch him jump
tled to where Wild was standin!!',
"Oh, the storekeeper tried to po_p me over, and again!"
rather than let him do it I dropped him, that's
Crack! Hug jumped higher than before and
let out another yell.
all," was the cool reply.
"Now, dance, you big galoot--dance as you
"You shot Marcus Jackson!" yelled Hug Johnson, looking amazed. "What did yer do that fur, never did before!"
Young Wild West?"
Hug would never have won a prize at doing a
had occuxred that she had let the pick drop from
her hand and stood looking at the golden shower
like one in :i dream.
"It must have been a sort of presentiment that
made you ask me to buy the claim, Et," said he,
as he took her by the· hand. "Shake! You are
the luckiest ·g irl alive, and I have always known
it!"
"But-but," she stammered, "I-I never thought
anything like this, Wild."
"Well, that don't make any difference. It is
gofd, and there is plenty of it. It don't make any
difference what any one thought. What lucky
mortals we are for coming to Flip-Flap Flat!
There are thousands of dollars' wortb of gold
there, all right. I reckon we won't have to keep
the disputed claim very long. Tbe rascally galoots can have it just as soon as we get the gold
·
away from it.':
They all set to examining the nuggets now, and
as they had seen so much gold in their travels
about the mining regions, they easily estimated
that they .had struck it -rich, indeed.
"Go and get a couple $f blankets and a shovel,
Jim," said Wild. "I reckon we had better cover
this up before some-one sees it."
But just then be caught sight of a man sneaking behind a hill a few feet :away. He only
caught a glimpse of him, hut he saw that it was
Jackson, the stoTekeeper. Wild sta:rted after him,
for he knew that he must have seen the gold and
also heard wbat they said. Crack! A r.ev..olver
shot rang out and a bullet almost grazed the
head of the young deaclshot. But he kept right
on running, and the next minute he -saw the villain behind a tree. CrackJ J aokson ·fired .agafo,
but he did not come as near as .be had the first
time, owing to his haste. Crack! Wild ::fh:ed
this time and the scoundxel dropped with a bullet
through his left side.
"It was hls life or mine," our hero said, as
Charlie came r1mning 11p. "I had to drop him."
"Good enough!" was the retort. "He's ther
first ter die on account of ther disputed claim."
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clog dance, but . he certainly showed some ve1·y
fancy s.teps, nevertheless. Crack! Wild let another shot go, and then Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
DaTt came running to the scene. They had heard
the shooting, and, thinking Wild was having a
time of it, they hurriedly covered the gold and
rushed to the spot. But as they rounded a hill
and saw what was going on, they could not help
smiling. Wild fired t:wo more shots and when he
finally told_ the big villain to stop dancing he let
out a sigh of relief tha.t was heard by all the
lookers-on.
"I reckon that will do for- the preaent," the
young deadshot said. "Hug Johnson, you don't
want to say anything more- abo.ut you being the
boss of the camp. You are not the boss; nor anything near it."
Wild. and his partners walked back to the camp.
They found that the gold had been hidden from
view, and being quite sure that no outsider had
seen it but the villain who was now dead, :Wild
felt easy on that score.
"I reckon we'll call the real adventure of this
trip Arietta's G.olden Shower," he said. "It certainly was a regular shpwer of gold she brought
out ·when the pick was driven into the ground by
her the second time."
"It's ther best name yer kin give it; outside of
ther Disputed Claim, which is ther cause of ther
whole thing," spoke up Charlie.
It was not long before a crowd of thirty or
more men approached the spot where the dead
man lay. Wild noticed that the two villains
known as Hug Johnson and Bill Lobby were doing
lots of talking and gesticulating, and it occurred
to him that something was up. The men went
around and viewed the body and then they came
straight for the disputed claim.
"Young Wild West, I'm sorry ter say that we
want yer," said one of the men, to whom our
hero had not spoken or heard from before.
"Don't be sorry about it," was the calm retort.
"If you want me, I don't want any of you, unless
it is Hug Johnson and Lobby. I suppose I'll have
to get them before I leave the Flat."
"See here!" said · the spokesman, speaking a
little sharper. "We've been holdin' an inquest, an'
ther verdict is that you shot Jackson, jest 'cause
he didn't tell yer that Hug had no right ter sell
-ther claim to yer."
"Is that the verdict? Well, did any of you
stop to think why I didn't snoot Hug for selling
me the claim? I reckon he's the main one to
blame. But I'll tell you why I haven't shot him
yet. I{e hasn't tried to shoot me. When he does,
he'll get his medicine, the same as his friend the
storekeepr did."
"But ther verdict is that you've got ter be hung
to ther big oak in front of the murdered man's
store!-'' blurted out the spokesman.
"Oh, is that so? · Well, suppose I don't feel in
the humor to be hanged-what then?"
"Go on an' take him! It's got ter be done first
as last!" spoke up Bill 'Lobby, showing· his impatience.
"The first galoot that advances a step toward
me for the purpose oi taking me to be hanged
will die!" exclaimed the yourig deadshot, as he
whipped out his brace of revolvers and covered
the men. "I reckon you've made a little mistake
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in your verdict, gentlemen. You didn't give me
a chance to testify, nor bring any witnesses. There
are quite a few of you, and if you think you are.
ahead t"
going to hang me.,
It was just then that the cowboy called Sam
and Judge Hubba1·d came hurrying to the scene.
"What's up?" the former inqufred, as h.e saw
the crowd confronted · by Young Wild West and
his partners, who were in a ve.ry dangerous atti'
·
tude.
"Oh, these galoots want to hang me because I
shot a sneaking scoundrel who fired_ two shots at
me and missed them l>.oth. I dropped him before he fire.d. any moi:e, for if. he had k,ept right
on he might have hit me: after a while."
"Boys," called out Judge. Hubbard, "you.'re makin' a mistake. You all know what sort of a galoot Marcus Jackson was, He got what h.e deserved, an' I say that Young Wild West ain't
goin' ter be hwig!"

go
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CHAPTER VIII.-Bill Lobby Gets a New Deed.
There was no doubt but that the judge had
considerable weight with the men of the mining
camp, for they turned and looked at him in ,silence as he spoke. The fact was that Hubbard
had been nicknamed the judge because of his
knowledge of general law, and his ability to give
adv:ice. He had never played the part of "Judge
Lynch," but had always advised against summary
proceedings. However, Hug Johnson had more
followers than he had, and it was he who had
been running things ever since the camp had become inhabited. This was the first time that the
judge had come out :flatfooted agafast a proposed hanging, and those who believed in his
judgment promptly came to the conclusion that
he was right.
"Hubbard knows what he's talkin' about!•
shouted one.
"That's right!" cried another. "Give ther boy
a chance!"
Young Wild West smiled at this.
"I am much obliged to you gentlemen who
think I ought to have a square deal," he said
coolly. "But I reckon I am not going to be
lynched, all right. No crowd led by that sneaking scoundrel Hug Johnson can hang me! That
man has got lots of nerve, or he wouldn't come
so close to me after what happened a little while
ago. I want him to hear me say that the next
ti.n}e I shoot at him it won't be to trim his bootheels, but to put an airhole through his heart.
You had better loo]!: out, Mr. Hug!"
The revolver in the boy's right hand was pointed squarely at the villain's breast now, and his
face grew so pale that those near him thought
he w~s going to faint. He quickly got back of
the biggest part of the crowd, and the next minThen
ute he was seen making for the tavern.
the crowd dispersed. The body of the storekeeper was taken away, and in a little while our
friends were left to themselves. The mound that
Arietta had brought the golden shower from was
about two hundred feet from the camp, and owing to another little hill, could not be seen from
it. Wild decided that the safest way would be ta
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1>itch the camp right on the very spot where the

~old was, so he gave orders that it be done at
·
'cmce.
In less than half an hour the change had been
:made, and though they were a couple of hundred
feet from the creek now, all hands felt that the
treasure was safer. When nine o'clock came,
nearly all the miners of the camp were at their
work. It was just about th~s time that the s~age
coach which made three trips a week to a little
railro~d town fifty miles away, got ready to
leave. Our friends could see t he front of the
Tenderfoot Tavern from their location, a nd when
1the stage coach drove up and halted before the
·hostelry they knew right away that it was there
to take passengers from the mining camp.
"I reckon we'll go over and see what's going
on, Charlie," Wild observed, nodding to the scout.
"Jim, ·you stay here and keep an eye out for
prowlers."
There was a nod from both his partners, so the
,ii.ext minute Wild and Charlie were on their way
.to the tavern. They got there just in time to see
itwo passengers get into the stage. One of. them
-was Bill Lobby and the other they did not know.
i,Hug Johnson followed Lobbl;' to th~ windov.: of
,the vehicle and talketl to him until the dnver
~racked the whip and drove off. Johnson smiled
)in a sinister way, and appeared to be much pleas;ed over something.
"Well, ygu measly sneak," said Wild, turning to
llim and guessing what was up, "I suppose Lobby
'tlas gone to get another deed for the disputed
claim! Is that it?"
"That's jest it," was the reply. "I reckon you'll
find out who owns ther 'claim by to-morrer night."
"All right. Perhaps we will be through with it
y that time, so it won't make much difference to
s. It may be, though, that you will _have ~o
ve Lobby that two hundred- dollars, and he will
~have to assign the claim to me. 1 haven't made
·up my mind just what to do yet."
"Well I ·reckon nothin' Ike that won't happen,
Young Wild West. Yer might be able ter shoot
mighty straight an' all that; but I don't think yer
kin make a man give yer his own property."
"We will see about that when the time comes."
"Well all right. I ain't goin' ter git in no
argume{it with yer about it."
Wild inquired of the -proprietor, and found that
the stage coach was due at its destination that
evening at six o'clock. It would make the return
trip on the morrow and. arrive at the Ifl:1t about
the same time. He decided to pay a v1s1t to the
smelting plant and see wh~t he could . do about
disposing of the gold Anetta had discovered.
Though he did not know just how much there was
there he was confident . that it would run up to a
hund;ed thousand dollars in value. That was a
.
. pretty good strike l
Our two friend.a purchased some cigars, and,
each lighting one, they started to leave the place.
It was just then that the cowboys came in, loo:king for more tanglefoot.
"Whoopee!" shouted Bud Swif~, the leader ~f
the little crowd, as he swung his hat over his
head. "I reckon they'll have ter wait another day
or two fur us ter git back ter wor)c. I won a
thousand dollars playin' faro last night, an• me
an' ther boys ain't g<iin' ter leave here till it's all
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gone. Set out ther bottles, landlor d, an' be
mighty quick about it! I've got money that's got
ter be spent! "
Wild and Charlie did not want to m ix with the
drunken gang, so they pushed their way through
the crowd to the door.
"Hold on, Young Wild West! " exclaimed Bud
Swift, catching the boy by the ar m. "I r eckon
you hadn't oughter refuse· ter t ake a drink with
me. You was all right on that decision yer give
last night, an' I f eel like treatin' yer."
"All right," answered our hero. "I'll take a
cigar with you and smoke it some other time. I
smoke now and then, but I never drink whisky."
"Well, I reckon yer kin take jest what yer
like, 'cause you're ther gamest boy I ever seen!
I believe every word that Sam has s aid about yer,
an' I'm mighty proud ter know yer. Whoopee!
Landlord, give Young Wild West an' his pard
ther best cigar you've got in your blamed old
_
shanty!"
Wild thought this ended it, but he was slightly
•
mistaken.
"Now, then/' said Bud, as he swallowed his tanglefoot and threw the glass on the bar, "there's
one little favor I want yer to do fur me, Young
Wild West."
"What is it, Bud?"
"Yer said last night that yer know€<! somethin'
about wrastlin', I believe?"
"I reckon I did say something like that."
"Well, yer don't think yer could throw a big
galoot like Hug Johnson, do yer?"

CHAPTER IX.-Two New Arrivals at the Flat.
Wild looked at the cowboy, a peculiar smile on ·
his handsome face.
"Oh, yes; I think I could do · that easily," he
·
answered.
"WhatJ" Bud Swift was- amazed. "Why, you
are nothin' but a boy!" he added quickly. "A boy
kin shoot as well as a man, no doubt; but when
it comes ter wrastlin', that's another thing."
"Maybe you think that way, but I don't," Wild ·
answered. "Hug is probably a grea.~ deal stronger than I am. when it comes to lifting dead
weight. But it isn't strength altogether that
wins at wrastling. · I'll bet a five-dollar goldpiece
to a silver quarter that I can throw Hug over ,
:µiy head in less than half a minute from the time
I take hold of him!"
"How about that, Hug?" asked the cowboy,
turning to-the bad man.
"I ain't goin' ter have nothin' ter do with ther
boy," was the retort. "You ·know, as well as I
do, that he's only puttin' up a bluff when he says
sich a thing as that."
"Well, it sartinlv does sound like a bluff,"' ad,.
mitted Bud, scratching his head and grinning.
. "Well, suppose I show you how easv I can
·
throw you over my head, then?"
Wild was just in the humor to tackle the cow-,
boy, for he felt that it would only make him more
popular with the men. at the Flat if he threw him,
and when he made the proposition he was ready
for business.
"You chuck me over your ·head?"

.,
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. Bud gave a gasp and loo:J{ed as, though he could
hal'dly imagine whether he was dreaming or .
awake .
. ·"Yes.; you're a pretty good,natured fellow, and
you won't get very mad if a boy throws you.
Come on,! I'll show you that you've got a whole
lot to learn about wrestling. Just get over to the
other side of the room., and when the boss of the
tavern calls out 'Go!' come for me. I want you to
put me down, if you can, y·ou mow."
rhe proprietor of the; tavern at once stepped
,
out from behind the bar.
"I'll have ter be ther referee," he said.
' "There won't be much. need of a referee, I
reckon," replied the scout laconically.
"Well, I'll act as fur as· a& l'm needed, anyhow•
. Aire yer both ready?"
· "Yes.'' came the- reply.
"Then, sail in!"
Bud came at the agile boy like a mad buffalo
bull charging an Indian pony. Wild made a quick
jump to the right am¥ swung his body half
axound to-meet h-im. Bis rig):it arm passed around
'the cowboy's waist and his hand caught- him at
the back, while his left hand seized him by the
· thig):i at the same instant and bent him over his
knee. A quic~ bend, followed ·b\V" a lift and a
twist, and Bud s feet went up in the afr. Then
over Wild's h_ead went his whole body, he landing,
by good luck, on Ilis hands and feet upon the
:floor, with a jar that rattled his teeth and shook
the building. It had happened so sudden that the
man had no chance to be on the aggressive at all,
and he had swung his arms wildly in an effort to
catch himself as he felt himself going.
"There you. are!" exclaimed 'the young deadshot
coolly, as he hitched up his belt. "I reckon that
was done pretty easy, wasn't it?"
The next minute the inmates of the room were
giving vent to their admiration by shouting
them,selves hoarse. But not all of them, for Hug
Johnson was remarkably silent just then. Bud
got up, feeling rather sick.
"Yer sartinly done what yer -said yer would,
Young Wild West," he said, with reddening face.
"But I didn't think yer had half enough strength
ter do it."
"Oh, it wasn't my strength that did it," was
·the reply. "I reckon it was my quickness. You
see, I keep myself in pretty good training, and I
am generally ready for anything that comes
along. You went over my head so quickly that I
hardly felt your weight. You really helped your~ self to go, though you did not mean to, of
course."
Just as Wild and Charlie were thinking of
making another start to leave the tavern, two
men rode up and dismounted. Both were attired
' in what the miners called "store clothes," and one
·of them looked very dignified and solemn.
"Good morning to you all, brethren[" the. latter
, said, -as he dismounted and proceeded to straighten the high collar he wore. "It is truly a nice
.
' day."
"Right yer are, pard!" ans.wered one of the
cowboys. "But, say, I reckon you've come to
ther wrong place. There ain't no church in these
here diggin's!"
"That is why I .came here, my unsophisticated
friend," was the quick rep:br. "I hope to have one

' l1

here in a very short time. I am the Reverend
Timothy · Jumper, and my mission is to. save
souls."
"And I am Dr. Remington Flip, who assists
the reverend gentleman by curing all physical
ills. He takes care of the spiritual part and I
•
attend to the· physical."
"Come on in an' have somethin' ter drink!"
called out Bud Swift; from the door of the barroom. "You're. as welcome as ther violets in ther
spring!"
"Thank you," answered the man who had declared himself a clergyman. "We are glad to
accept y_oux invitation, my worthy brother."

CHAPTER X.-The Identity ·of the Strangers.
Hop Wah had been itching. to g-et over to the
tavern ever since Wild and Charlie took their departure from the camp, and not being_ able to
stand the strain any longer, he sneaked away, arriving there just as- the self-styled clei.·gyman and
physician were entering the barroom. Hop was a
pretty keen observer, and it struck him right
away that the two men we:re card sharps. He
had met such fellows before, and, hoping that he
was not mistaken and that he would ha-ve an ·oppo:rtunity to sit in a game with them, he followed
them inside. Young ~ild West was exactly of
the same opinon as the Chinaman, ~.s--·f ar as the
character of the two strangers went. }=fo did not
believe for an instant that they wei·e what they
represented themselves to be.
"Two clever 'galoots who have come here to
make money;" he whispered to the scout.
"That's right," was the reply. "Jest what I
thought."
The two men stepped to the bar at the invitation of Bud Swift, and Hop quickly followed and
took his place next to the one who claimed to be
a physician. The proprietor put out a bottle of
whisky, without so much as asking the strangers
~hat they wanted, and when they got the glasses
m front of them they promptly poured out the
liquor. Before they· could drink. however, Hop
seized the bottle, which was nea1·ly empty, and,
placing it to his lips, quickly swallowed the contents.
"Great Jehosoohat!" exclaime_d Rev. Timothy
Jumper. "But that does beat all!"
"Worse than a dose of medicine, I should say,"
declared his partner.
"Yes; but who's goin' ter pay fur that liquor,
that's what I want ter know?" spoke up the bo·s s
of the tavern.
"I will," promptly replied Bud. "That Chinaman belongs ter Young Wild West, an' anything
~at's his is welcome te1· drink at :my expense.
I ve got nigh on ter a thousand dollars .ter spend,
-an' ther sooner it's gone, ther sooner I'll git back
to ther ranch. Whoopee!"
"Velly muchee 'bligee," said Hop, as he wiped his
mouth and smiled blandly. "Me havee lillee pain,
and me no waitee to gittee um glasses, so be."
Wild was forced to ' laugh, along with the rest.
Hop had a way of pushing himself in . that was
anything but polite; but there was something
funny about it, notwithstanding. The two stran-
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gers swwu1wed their drinks, and then both turned and thanked the cowboy for his kindness in
treating them. ,
"I suppose we can get accommodations here for
a day or two, landlord?" said the clergyman,
turning to the boss.
• "I reckon yer kin, dominie," was the reply.
"Your money- is jest as good as comm.on wayfarers' is."
"Thank you for saying that. I did think, however, that you might say my money was no good.
People of my class travel a great deal on the
strength of their profe§sion, you know."
"Professions ain't milch account in these parts,
I reckon."
"Very well, then. What are your rates pe.r
day?"
They were quickly informed; and then they paid
for two days in advance, and a man was sent to
take care of their horses:
"Have you anything like a minor in the
place?" asked the Rev. Timot:&y Jumper, as he
felt of his cravat.
"If yer mean a lookin'-glass, there's one in
ther back room-or what's left of one; anyhow,"
'
replied the boss, with a grin.
"Thank you. I want to see if I am any the
worse for the ride over the dusty trail."
He walked inside, and some of the miners and
cowboys followed him to see him take a look at
himself in the glass.
.,,Me likee play lillee gamee dlaw poker, Misler
Wild," said Hop, smiling at our hero.
"Well, I reckon there's no one here who wants
to play with you," was the reply. "They all know
that you're a first-clas s card sharp, and they
don't feel like losing their money. You had better get the notion out of your head."
"Um stlangers no 'flaid to play, allee samee."
"Oh, they won't play cards," said Wild, with- a
laugh.
"Ley wantee play, so be; you see velly muchee
quickee.:''
"Well, if they -do, I will tell them to look out

forlou."

" !lee light."
The Chinaman was delighted to hear him say
this, and he rubbed his hands and looked at the
ceiling, nodding as though some one was up there,
and he was Jetting them know how pleased he
was. Dr. Remington Flip was standing near,
and he could hardly help hearing what was said.
"My heathen friend," he sai<;!, "do you participate in the notorious gambling game they call
draw poker?"
"Me play lillee bit sometimes, so be," was the
reply.
"I am astonished at you. You ought to be
thinking about saving your soul, instead of playing cards for money. I will tell Mr. Jumper
about you. You will be a good subject for him."
"Allee ljght; tellee um pleacher comee outee;
we play lillee gamee dlaw pokee. Me allee samee
velly smartee when me play cards, so be.''
"I just heard the boy say that you were a
regular sharp, so it would hardly be fair for a
greenhorn like myself to play with you."
'.'Oon't yo:u pl~\¥ w~th him, unless you want to
lose your money,' Wild spoke up.
Thi\ d,Qctol' smiled.
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"Timothy, come out here!" called out the doctor. "You are wanted."
"\Yhat is it?" asked his companion, hurrying
out mto the barroom, as though he had no idea
what was wanted of him.
"We are in a place where they like to play
poker, so to pass the time away we may as well
play a little game. The Chinaman here wants to
play. He is a very smart one at the game, too."
"Has the poor, unenlightened heathen any
money?" queried Timothy, _smiling in a way that
seemed almost pitying.
Hop quickly produced a roll that made both
men open wide their eyes.
"My Christian friend, if you tackle that , yaller
~aloot you'll soon find that his pile will git bigger
mstead of smaller," spoke up Bud Swift. "But
you an' -your pard think yer know all ab-9ut ther
game, so jest tackle him.''
"Maybe you would like to take a hand, too 1"
said the doctor.
. "Well, I've got nigh on· ter a thousand dollars
that's got ter be spent afore I go back to work,
s0--I will take a hand, jest fur ther fun of it."
"Good! We will have a little amusement before we try to do anything in our line of busi, :'
ness, eh, Timothy?"
"As you say, Brother Flip," was the -reply. "I
suppose it will be time enough to-morrow to see
about holding our meetings."
"I reckon these is ther kind of meetin's you'll
hold," remarked Cheyenne Charlie. "You two
galoots might think yer could fool us, but yer
can't. Why don't yer come right out an' say that
.
you're card sharps?"
"My skeptical friend, why is it that you should
thin:\{ that of us?" the self-styled minister que1·ied. "Don't we look like what we profess to
be?"
"Oh, yes, yer look it; but yer don't act like it.
I ain't in ther habit of seein' dominies walk inter
a barroom an' drink whisky." "Has not a clergyman the right to take a little
of the juice of corn if he thinks his stomach needs
.
it?"
"Ah, shut up!" spoke up the doctor. "What's
the use of carrying it on any further? They all
know what we are, Tim."
Tim, as he was called, smiled and nodded.
"All right, Flip," he answered. "We may as
well tell them that we are professional gamblers,
and these are the rigs we wear when we travel
on trains to pick up victims. Now they know all
about it, and I suppose the game will be ·nipped
in the bud."
"Oh, no," said Bud Swift. "Jest because you're
card sharps don't make no difference ter me. I
reckon I know eno-y.gh about ther game ter look
. out fur my own interest."
"Me velly muchee likee play with um card
sharps, so be," chimed in Hop.
The two gamblers looked very much pleased
when they heard this. Everybody was interested
now, for there was the promise of a rattling old
game of poker. It was going to be a case of "dog·
eat dog,'1' as Charlie put it. Cheating would be
the main thing in the game, and the first one
ca1:1gb.t at it would be liable to have something
happen to him. It so happened that Bud Swift
knew enough about the game to steal cards now

~\
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and then; and being one of the sort who never
gives away his hand by the expression of his
face, he stood a fair chance with the gamblers.
But Hop cared not how smart they were; he meant
to win, just the same.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, "before you start the
game I want to tell you that the Chinaman is too
clever for any of you. If you lose, don't attempt
to get satisfaction by handling him roughly. If
you do, some one else will take a hand in the
game. You have been warned; now go ahead."
"I don't know what you have got to do with
this, young fellow," answered the so-called doctor. "Just leave it to us, will you?"
"That's Young Willi West," explained Bud
Swift, "an' this is his heathen Chinee. I reckon
if either one of yer pulls a gun on ther heathen
you'll git it shot out of your hand. Now, then,
cut for deal."
The two gamblers evinced some signs of uneasiness, but they started in at the game, howev~r. The cowboy won, and after Hop, who sat
next to him, put up an ante of five dollars, the
cards were dealt around.
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it as it came his turn. When there was about
three hundred dollars on the board the doctor concluded that his heart flush would not be any good,
so he dropped out. But his partner kept right on,
and Hop went along with him, smiling like a
basket of chips. At length Tim began to get .a
little worried. Hop had lifted it to fifty dollars,
and this was enough to make him suspicious, considering what he had heard about the Chinaman.
"I'll call you. Wh:c.t have y,ou got?" he asked,
as he put up the money.
"Me gottee four lillee queens," was the reply,
and, showing them, Hop quickly raked in the pot.
"You win," was the cool 1·ejoinder. "I deal
next."
"Allee light," answered Hop, cheerfully. "You
givee me nicee lillee hand and me allee samee
win more, so be."
But when the gambler picked up the cards there
we1·e four of them missing, and he had not the
least idea that such was the case. Hop had them,
and they were the four aces of the pack! When
it came to cheating, the clever Chinaman was in
the lead every time. Tim handled the cards
cleverly, and he managed to deal his partner four
kings cold. He had been looking for the aces, but
had to work so quickly that he picked out the
CHAPTER XI.-Hop Outwits the Two Gamblers. kings, as they showed up first. Even then he did
not think the aces were mis.sing from the deck.
Wild and Charlie could easily see that the two He also managed to give Hop four queens. And
strangers were playing a partne1·ship game. That it was done in such a slick manner
even a
is, they were arranging it so that one would deal keen observer would not have thoughtthat
that there
the cards and the other rake in the pot. They was anything wrong about the deal. The best
he
sat next to each other, and it was quite likely could do for the cowboy was to give him three
that they would slip certain cards to each other, jacks, he making a slight mistake, so the fourth
as they thought the occasion demanded. This one did not reach. All four came in on the draw
happened almost as soon as the draw had been and came up with the ante of ten dollars each.
made. Though it was done cleverly, the doctor
Hop drew one card, just as the dealer thought
passed two cards to his friend under the table. he would.
before it had been given him he
But our hero said nothing, though he saw the changed the But
move plainly. More than one hand would be sleeve. Bothfour queens for the aces he had in his
Wild and the scout knew that someplayed, and that meant that Hop would be a winlike that was going on, but they failed to
ner, for once he got hold of the cards to deal, thing
see it. The doctor was to win this time, of course.
something funny was bound to happen-if not That
is, according to the' way the dealer had it
really funny, surprising, anyhow.
fixed. Hop started right in, just as though he had
The betting went up pretty well, but did not a real world-beater in the way of a hand, and then
reach a hundred dollars, and Tim won the pot Tim dropped out, after it went around two or
with four fours. Hop now took the cards to deal. three times. The doctor insisted on raising the
He decided that he would not pull the cowboy in, betting, and he showed that he had a good supso he arranged his cards accordingly. By his ply of money to do it with. Bud Swift went along
sleight-of-hand work he got them so he could give until he had put over three hundred dollars, all
the two professionals each a good hand to draw told, in the pot, and then he thought he had better
to, and he meant to get the four aces of the drop out. Hop was willing to stay there all day,
pack himself. He dealt around, the ante being ten and through the night, too, if necessary. But it
dollars this time, and when the players picked up was not very Jong before the doctor called him.
their cards and looked at them they all chipped
"What have you got?" said he, as he placed up
in for the draw. · Tim held three tens and the doc- the necessary amount to make the call.
tor a four-flush of hearts. The cowboy had noth"Me gottee allee samee four lillee aces," was
ing, so he drew to a king. Hop drew four cards, the reply.
holding an ace. Tim got another ten, and he felt
The beaten gambler flashed a gl~nce at his
like a sure winner, no doubt. But his partner partner, who shook his head, as much as to say,
also felt a bit that way when he found he had "That isn't so."
filled his flush.
"Let me see them."
The two gamblers exchanged glances, but they
Hop laid down his hand and teached for the
could not determine as to which was to take the money.
pot. The cowboy did not get a pair, and he ut"Hold on!" exclaimed Tim, his eyes flashing.
tered an exclamation of disgust and threw down "I know for a sure thing that I didn't deal you
his hand. Hop's draw proved to be four queens, four aces. You have cheated!"
but his face did not indicate that it amounted to
"If you knowee whattee you dealee me you
very much. Then the betting began, each raisin• allee samee cheateel" retorted the ChiDamu.
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"I always no ha¥e it my own way. That''S a
k,ooping his hand on the money. Then .he reached
under his coat with the .other hand and pulled out way I have ,got."
Th:fille was a laugh :at thi:s, and, much <liscomthe big, old-fashioned six-shooter he 3ilways car.ftted, the two gamblers l.eft the ro-0m. Wild .and
ried.
"Me gottee four lillee aces and one biggee Charlie went out a few minutes l:rter .and took a
walk up to the -smelter to see about disposing of
pistol, so bel" he said, blandly. "Me win!"
The defeated gamblers looked at ¥-oung Wild the gold Arietta had found on the disputed claim.
W-est and his partner and found them smiling, Om· friends were quite certain that Hop wou1d oe
as though they -thoroughly enjoyed it, which they all right, since he knew ·the cowboys would -s urely look out for him. Wild had little trouble in
certainly did.
the
"Thunder!" cried the cowbo_y. "But if that making .a.n-angement s with the people atsatisheathen ain't a regular slapjack .at poker, I ,never smelter to take what ,gold they had, and, went
iied with the 'way things had turned out, he
seen one, that'£ all!"
''He stole the aces from tlte pack!" spoke up back to the camp witlh the scout.
Timothy Jumper, as he got up from the table.
"lf you k:nowed that it's a won.der yer didn't
let yer pard k.now it," the cow;boy replied.
"Well, I happen to know that I didn't give him CHAPTER XII.-The Secret of Golden .Shower.
any aces."
"W.ell, Wild," s.aid Arietta, as our hero .and the
"Then it was yon who was , chea.tin', as tn.er
Chinaman says. Drop it, my friend; you ain'.t scout reached the camp, "we have been looking. at
the find since you ,vent away. The Golrl-en Showg.ot a ghost of a show in ther argument."
"Well. I 1·efuse to play any mor.e. I think our er started ag.a.in when I du,g into the bank. I
rathe1· think we have struck it .rich in ear.nest."
money should' be retu1ned to us, too."
"vVell, we won't have to go far to dispose of it,
"Me no givee money back, so be, Hop spoke up,
flourishing his revolver, as though be was a very if that is right, Et," w.a.s the reply. "We have
dangerous man. "Um minister and doctor allee just been over to the smelter, and the boss up
to
samee muchee squeal.ee; no dead g.a.me sport, there will buy all the gold we can turn overthat
him, he says. I hardly think he suspects
so be."
Then both the gamblers began msisting for the we have got so very much, though, and, when
mon.ey to be returned to them, and Wild thought he comes to pay up he will have to draw a draft
or two on some bank or, other. But let',s se:e what
· it was time fo.r him to interfere.
"Se~ here, my friends," said he, coolly. "I you have _got, any.how.''
The two tents had been put up so they comreckon you ought to be perfectly satisiied, for I
told you before you s.tartea to play that tbe pletely hid the spot from vi,ew, and, goi11g behind
Chinaman would win yo'ur money. I bappened to them. Wild and Charlie found that the gold dus.t
see you both cheating .at the very first deal, and nuggets had simply slid down frJJm a slanting
though I said nothing about it. The fact is tbat rock, where they had no doubt .been placed by the
you are both cheats, but Hop is more clever at it. hand of man. Wild looked into the opening ,and
Now swallow your medicine, and say -no more found that about all the treasur-e .had tumbled .1mt.
Then he thrust in a pick .a nd caught it over the
about it."
"By what right have you got to interfere?" e~ge '?f the ,rock. It w.as not a very heavy rock,
called out Tim, as he took a step toward the boy. since 1t was nearly '.fl.at, and. as be gav-e a strong
"To protect the man in my employ, that's all," pull upon the handle of the pick it moved. It
was tben that he discove.r ed a rusty tin can, which
was the cool rejoinder.
"You uphold your Chinaman because he man- · rolled down at his feet before he c.ould catch it.
aged to cheat us out of the mon-ey, then, don't Letting the pic1c drop, he too1c the .can in his
h:ind. The.re w~s .s omething in it, and not dirt,
you'!"
either, -for the hd had been forced back in ·place
"Was it a square game you were playing?"
to prevent that.
"Yes."
"I am sorry, but I will have to tell you that you
"1 r.e ckon bere is sometbing that might .give us
lie!"
a little light on the subject," .he said, as he walked
"You call me a liar!" ctied t-h-e man, .his eyes around t.o get a better light.
fl.ashing and his hand reaching for .his hip p.o cket.
With hls knife .he pried open the can. .He was
"Yes, that's just what I call you! Now, if you not much sw:prised to .find an old leather wallet
pull that gun I will shoot it out of your :hand I inside. This he took out and held up for all to
see .it.
Stand clear be.hind him, boys!"
".Mayne this tells who the claim belongs to.,.
Put the gambler did not pull the gun. He
'
·
·
changed his mind a11 of a sudden. Ther~ w.as he said, with a la.ugh.
"Open .it and see, Wild," spoke up his swe~
i,om:ething .in the boy's maner that told him that
·
he was treadin~ o.n dangerou-s ,ground, and he heart, eagerly.
which'
wallet,
the
drop.
openi~g
1t
jn
let
lo
long
not
decided
W~ld w,as
"I didn't know we sat down to play the whole was m a very good state of prese1·vation -showing
town," he said, as he dropJ)ed liack inio a chair. that it .had not been thl!re many month;, There
"You sat down to fleece the Chinaman and the w~s not!:iing_ in jt but a folded piece of paper. Bu:l. '
cowboy-that 's w.hat ,you sat down _for," an- this was quite enough to make them all curiou.s.
~wered our hero, coolly. "But it didn't work, did TJ?,at the.r e was something written on th.e paper
It?"
they all 1.e1t certa1n of. Wild carefully unfolded'
"Oh, all right. You can have it your own way, the· paper and saw that it .had writing upon .it,
·
101.UJ.g f·ellow... ·
B:UPe .enough. , It was done with a . heayy . pe~cilp
.... ~
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he_ro read:
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Here is what our

"This is-. the grave of Jerry Mc Gall, my pard.
I killed him so I could have all the gold we found.
But .I am sorry now that I killed him, because
there is no way for one man to get it away from
here. I shall not touch a bit of it, and whoever
finds this place will own wbat is here. I am going to shoot myself now, and, as Jerry had no
relatives, the heap of gold, which I have piled on
top of the stone that marks his resting place, goes
to the finder. May I 'be forgiven for the horrible
crime I committed, and may my soul rest in
peace!
"Daniel Hampton."

\·

Young Wild West's partners and the girls listened intently to the reading of the document. It
was a sort of revelation to them, but they were
all the better satisfied, since they now knew that
there was no one to claim the gold.
"I wonder where ther galoot went ter kill himself?" Charlie remarked as he looked toward the
creek.
"Well, the chances are that he did it, anyway,
or he would have come back after the gold," Jim
answered. "It has been here too long to be left
alone, if any one knew of its existence. I think
we need have no fear of Daniel Hampton coming
back. Arietta can claim the gold, and as for the
disputed claim, it belonged to the two men who
dug it out. Hampton must have taken a whole lot
of trouble to place the nuggets in a pile on that
stone and then dig up enough dirt to build a
mound over it."
"Well, I reckon he ha'd ther top of a little hill
ter start though," the scout retorted.
"That's right," nodded Wild. "Now, as the body
is buried under that stone, we will leave it there.
There is no use in baring a human skeleton, as I
know of."
The afternoon was well advanced now, but it
was not too late to begin hauling 'the gold over to
the smelter, so Wild hastened over to it, and in a
few minutes he came back with the boss and two
mule wagons. Then the work began, and before
Hug Johnson ~r any of the rest of the miners
knew what was going on the gold was taken
away. It amounted away up in the thousands,
and, Wild was given a draft on a Denver bank for
the amount it was sold for. Much more could have
been obtained for it if they had waited, but they
all agreed that the quicker they disposed of the
gold the better it would be, ·on account of the
claim being in dispute. By six o'clock it had
leaked out that Young Wild West and his friends
had struck it rich on the claim, which had been
thought by all to be worthless, and it was not
long before Hug Johnson was going . around
breathing vengeance on the young deadshot and
hie companions.
"It was a dirty trick," he declared. "That
oung galoot must have heard about that claim
rom somebody, an' then he comes here an' planks
imself on it. No wonder he was so wUlm' ter
J>uX, It fur two hundred dollars!"
That's where you got ther worst of ther bar- a:ain; Hug," said the keeper of the tavern. "You
~oucht vou was makin' two hundred dollars
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mighty easy, an' Jackson, ther storekeeper,
thought he was helpin' yer along nicely. Yer
both got fooled; but Bill Lobby got ther worst of
it, fur if he had tried ter work ther claim he
would have got ther fortune that Young Wild
West struck there."
"Well, I reckon ther young galoot will have ter
give it all up when Bill comes back."
The boss of the tavern shook his head.
"I don't think that's Young Wild West's way
of doin' business," he said.
-"Well, ther smeltin' company will be ther loser,
then. There's one thing sartin, that Bill will git
a title to ther claim."
"I don't know about that. Ther claim hasn't
been worked by him an' it was s'posed that you
owned it. I reckon it could have been jumped.
any time after you an' him vacated it. Ther
fact that it was staked up don't amount ter anything, as you know."
"Well, wait till Bill comes back!"
The two gamblers were listening to the talk
about the big strike Young Wild West had made4
and they came to the conclusion that Flip-Flap
must be a wonderful place. But they also had an
idea that they ought to be able to get hold of
some of the wealth that was there. They did not
care particularly how they got hold of it, either.
for tbey were not averse to stealing, providingthey got a good chance to escape detection. One
miner exaggerated things to the extent that
Young Wild West had received a hundred thousand dollars in bills of large denomination for the
gold that had been carted from the claim, and this
set the two villains to scheming. They · had heat .I
just enough from Hug Johnson to make the'.n
know that he not only hated Youtl'g Wild West,
but was a scoundrel of the deepest dye.
They talked it ove1·, and finally decided that
they would use Hug to enable them to get hold
of the big sum of money Young Wild West was in
possession of. It was not long after they had
their supper at the tavern when they sought out
the villainous miner and invited him to have a
ta:k. with them on the quiet. Hug was perfectly
w1llmg.
"You don't like Young Wild West much I seen
said .'.rim, by way of bringing up the subje'ct. ' '
"J reokon not," was the reply.
"And when' the friend of yours called Bill Lobby
comes back to-morrow night you hope to ge~
square with him?"
"That's it, boss."
"Why don't you get square with him before
your friend g·ets back?"
"Well, I reckon you know that he's a dangeroua
once ter tackle, don't yer? Ain't yer seen enough
an' heard enough about him ter know that?"
"Oh, that is true enough. But suppose you wer•
to do it on the sly? That's the only way to deal
with such fellows as he is. You could sneak
around the camp to-night when they are all asleep
_a nd get that money as easy as rolling of'J: a log
if you had some one to plan it out for you
then help you." '
,·
.
"Show me how, an' I'll do it.;1
"We can show you how, and. we can help you d11
it," spoke ~P the doctor. "But;' _fj.t$t, we want
your promise . not to bring us iiito the matte.a
should it fail."
'
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"Well, I don't want ter go inter ther game if landlord. I'll take the whole bottle, see that you
there's any danger of it failin'."
have taken the trouble to open a full one. "
Hug put on a wise look just then.
The proprietor grinned and gave him his
"Oh, it can't fail, doc," said Tim, quickly. "Let's change. It was evident that he did not care about
make a bargain to divide the money equally be- taking any chances with the three men. He did
tween the three of us, and then settle down until not know much about the two strangers, but he
we find, a way to go at it. This man is all right, did know Hug pretty well. Hop's weakness for
and he will do his lev-el best, I know."
the stuff led him to drink every time the villa ins
"You're right th~re, boss!" exclaimed the bad o1fered it to him. He kept showing them some
man nodding with pleasure.
very good tricks with the pack of cards jut on
It'was just then that Hop came into the tavern. the table, and they were really intereste . But
He had only gone to the camp an hour before, and the clever Chinaman did not show them how he
now he came back, looking for more draw poker, had managed to hold the four aces when he -won
In him the two gambler-villains saw a means of the big pot. He did not care to let any one know
gaining possession of the big sum of money about the secret pocket he had in his sleeve. AfYoung Wild West was suppos~d to have.
• ter a while Tim brought up the subject of the
treasure Young Wild West had found on the dispttted claim. Hop grinned and assured them tbat
1t was a fact.
CHAPTER XIII.-The Scheme of the Villains.
"Missy Alietta hittee um glound velly hardee
with um pickee, and len w.hattee call.ee allee.
The two villainous card sharps whispered to- samee goldec sbower comee outee, so be," he exgethe1· for a minute, and then, turnin__g to Hug plained.
·
Johnson, Tim said:
"A what?" asked Hug, w.ho did not quite catch
"We will get on the right side of the Chinaman his meaning.
,
and question him a little. He certainly knows
"A golden shower," S'I)oke u,p Tim. "That's the
where Young Wild West put that money."
name Young Wild West and his friends gave it, 1
"It are most likely that be does," was the reply. suppose. Well, Hop, they .so1d the gold, didn't
They went out and joined Hop now. The China- they?"
"Yes; allee samee sellee and .gittee money," was
man smiled at them, but it was also "0vident that
he had his suspicions concerning them. No doubt the reply.
he thought they were trying to fix up a scheme
"How .much did they git?" put in Hug, eagerly.
to get his money away from him. But Hop had
"Me 1ro know. No tellee Chinee."
been clever enough to .leave his big pile 1tt the
"It was a putty good lot, though, wasn't it?"
camp, hidden in his saddlebags.
"Allee samee more lan um hundled thousand, so
"Hello Hop!" called out Tim, cheerfully. "I be."
want yo~ to know that I am sorry for starting a
"Whew!" exclaimed the two g.amblers, in the
row because you won our money. It was a case same breath.
of diamond cut diamond, and you won, that's all.
"A putty large sum, I reckon," the bad man
· But I would· like to know how you managed to observed, shl·ugging 1iis shoulders. "An' ther
get the four aces that time."
worst of it is that Bill Lobby didn't know enough
"Lat velly muchee easy," was the reply from ter dig around on ther claim a little."
the foxy Chinaman, who knew right away that the
Hop knew very well what the three men bad
friendly manner of the gambler was only put on. got him in the rear room for now. He began act"Come in ther back ro:om and have s omething ing as though he was -fast getting tipsy, so to
to drink. Then you can show us a few things with led them on and find out what their game was.
the cards that we don't know, if you will."
"Me allee samee hav.ee 'noder lillee dlink," he
said, picking up the ,b ottle and pouring out some
"Allee light."
Hop was willing to take the chances,. for he did whisky with a very unsteady hand. "Me allee
not think the villains wanted anything more than samee dlink to um good lu-ck of Missy Alietta."
"Who is Alietta, anyhow?" said the doctor, as
what money he ·had. What he did have with him
amounted to less than fifty dollars. Tirn.t was not he, too, took some of the contents of the bottl€.
"She allee same Young Wild West's 'Dicee girl,
considered: much of a sum by the clever Chinaman.
He followed the three villains into the little room so be," 1Iop ansvtered.
"Arietta is her name; 1 heard one of ther beys
in the rear that was reserved for private parties,
and, taking a ,seat at the on.e table it contained, say that was what they call her," explained Hug,
wbo thpught he was pretty clever to be abl,e to
smiled blandly at them. .
"Hug, go and get a bottle and some glasses," give them something in the line .of information.
"Oh, I see. Well, we'll all drink to the liea1th of
said the doctor, as familiarly as though he was an
Miss Arietta, then. Here she .g oes!"
old· chum of the bad man.
"All right," was the reply, as he hastened to do
The bottle was drained to give the toast, and, ·
so.
picking it up, Tim went out into the barroom and
He came back with the bottle and glasses, fol- ordered the landlord to fi11 it up. When be came
lowed by the boss of the place, who wantep. to get back Hop ha:d risen to his f-eet and was indulging
his pay.
·
in a few steps of a jig he had learned somewhere.
"Didn't you pay?" asked the so-called doctor, To all appearances the Chinaman was pretty well
under the influence of liquor. The afternoom had
looking at the miner-.
"No," was the retort. "It was you who told passed away now, and it was beginning to grow
dark.
me ter order ther tanglefoot, wasn't it?"
"Oh. that's right. Well, here is your money,
"You had better go and get your supper, Hop,•
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suggested Tim. "Come back a little later and we
will play a game of hundred-doUar freeze-out."
"Allee light," was the reply. "Me go back to
um camp lightee 'way."
He got up and Tim conducted him to the door,
and then outside. Hug and the other gambler
followed. Hop knew they were up to some~g,
but he was not prepared for what was commg,
however. He had bai·ely got outside when he was
seized in a vise-like grip and a hand was pressed
over his mouth.
"Take him out in the bushes, boys!" whispered
Tim. "I'll be the drunken Chinaman to go back
to the camp of Young Wild West!"
"That's it.!" exclaimed Doc, his partner. "I
forgot about the heathen disguise you've got Tim.
Good! I rather think we are in to make some
money this trip, all right."
Hug looked surp1·ised, but he did not neglect
to hold tightly to the Chinaman.. Hop was carried bodily back among some thick bushes, and
then the three villains tied J1im securely and
gagged him. They searched him and soon found
his wallet.
.
.
"The foxy galoot must have left hls pHe of
money with Young Wild West, I guess," said Doc,
looking a bit disgusted. "Well, what's the odd,..?
We'll get t11at money that the boy got from the
smelter people, anyhow."
"We'll soon attend to that part of it," Tim declareJ. "Just wait till I get my heathen cost?me
on. I'll go and get it out of the saddlebags ng~t
now"
H~ hurried to the stable and soon found what
he wanted. There happened to be no one tliere at
the time, so the villain quick:1y ~onned the wig
and coat he had. It was not the kind of coat that
Hop wore, but it was of the same loos~ cut, aI)d
the gambler certain1y did 1ook Ii11:e ~ Chinaman m
the gathering darkness. In a few mmutes he came
out of the stable, and when he staggered to _b is
waiting companions they could not help making
exclamations of admiration.
"You'll do!" said Hug, delightedly. "I reckon
if you go ci·awlin' inter Young Wild West's camp
now they'll all think that you're their Chinee, with
a big load on."
,
"It's a big risk to take, but a hundred thousand
dollars iS worth a big ri-sk," was tbe .J.·eply.
"It sartainly is.''
"I'll wait till it gets good and dark before I
go and I want you two to come along, and to get
as' close to the camp as you can, so if anything
goes wrong with me you can help me out. Do
you understand, Hug?"
''Oh yes!" Teplied the villainous miner. "You
kin be't that I'll do that! I'm jest itchin' ter git
a shot at Young Wild West. I'm goin' ter drop
him ther minute I kin git a good chance, anyhow.
I'll jest say that 1 done it ter avenge t~r death
of ther storekeeper~ an' ther boys will let up on
me."
"Who killed the storekeeper, _anyhow?" asked
Tim.
"Young Wild West did."
Then Hug quickly told them about the disputed
claim, and how one man had already been shot on
account of it. They had heard about the man
named Bill Lobby going away to get a title for
the claim, but had not paid particular attention to
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it. Now the two gamblers began to understand
that there was a peculiar state of affairs at the
Flat. But so long as they succeeded in getting
hold of the money they were after they cared
nothing about the disputed claim. The fact w a s
that the two villains meant to get the money, and
then, if it was possible, leave the mining camp
without sharin~ with Hug Johnson. If Hug had
only known this much he would not have been
so willing to place his life in jeopardy. But he
did not, no doubt thinking that the two men wer 11
as sincere in the matte1· as he was.

CHAPTER XIV.-The Scheme That Failed.
Young Wild West had taken care to put the
drafts on the Denver bank where they would n t
be apt to be found in case he was caught by the
men he knew to be his enemies. He was quite
sure that Hug Johnson would do his best to prevent him from getting away from the minin,;
cam-p with the money, so he acted accordingl y.
Supper time came and Wing got up a fine meal
for them.
"Hop don't seem ter wmrt ter eat when ther reist
of us do," said Cheyenne Cha1·lie, shrugging his
shoulders. "Wild, I reckon ther heathen galoot
has been goin' it a little too strong since we've
struck here."
"That's righ~, Charlie," was the reply. "But it
is hard work to keep Hop in line when we strike a
mining camp like this one. I suppose he is gambling again."
"I don't think he's .doin' much of that now,"
Jim spoke up. "I guess the miners all know him
pretty well by this tinle, and they won't take an.r
chances with him."
"It's ~,;l1isky what he's after, I reckon," the
scout declai-ed. "You'll see .him comin' back J>Utty
soon, full up ter the1· neck."
After supper Jim looked at Wild and said:
''I haven't seen a g1·eat deal of the camp yet, so
suppose we .take a little walk around, Wild?"
"All right, Jim," was the reply. "I reckon Char lie can stay here and keep the girls company."
"Sartin I will," spoke up the scout.
It was just about daxk now, for they had bee11
11 little late in getting the evening meal, owing to
the work of digging out the gold and getting it
over to the smelter. After this w.as done they had
covered the stone which was supposed to rest upon
the remains of the miner who .had been mur dered by his partner, and the mound now r esumed a shape similar to what it h.ad been beforn
it was disturbed. But they had been sure to get"
out all tiie gold that had been piled upon t he
slanting stone. Wild and Jim each lighted a cigar
and strolled over to the Tenderfoot Tavern. The
proprietor greeted them in a very f1iendly way
as they entered, for he knew that they commanded the respect of all honest J)eople.
Our two friends looked around the room, but
Hop was nowhere to be seen. Neither could the
gamblers nor Hug Johnson be seen in the place.
The boss was just putting up a little sign he had
painted in two colors ove.J.· the shelves behind the
bar. The sign bore the inscription: "Tenderfoot
Tavern-John Healey, Proprietor," and was quite
well painted.
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"Why do you call youl' place that?" Jim asked,
nodding to the sign.
" 'Cause I was a tenderfoot when I struck this
camp," was the reply. "I come on from ther East,
an' I didn't know a thing about ther ways of
minin' camps. But -I soon found out that there'd
be more money in sellin' whisky than diggin' fur
gold, so I put what little money I had in ther
tbusiness here. I've made what I call a howlin'
success out of it, an' ther boys ain't called me a
tenderfoot in over a month."
The man seemed very proud of his achievements
in the line of making money, and he started in and
told them all about himself.
Wild and Jim listened attentively, for it was a
really interesting experience. When he had finished the young deadshot asked him if Hop had
been there lately.
"Yes," was the reply. "He was in ther back
room drinkin' with ther card sharps an' Hug
Johnson. I reckon they all went out somewheres
about fifteen minutes ago."
"Ah!" exclaimed Jim. "I reckon we had better
look for Hop, Wild. He has got into bad com.
pany, it seems."
"Yes, that's right, Jim. You stay here a while.
I'll go and look for him." •
Wild went to the back room and found it Qccupled by five miners, who were just getting ready
to play cards. There was no one there that he
wanted, so he went on outside. It was only natural that he should head for the stable, as the
boss had said that the Chinaman and those he had
seen with him had not come out of the room, to
his knowledge. Our hero happened to reach the
stable just in t ime to see three forms leaving
through the bushes.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, iinder his breath. "I reckon
[ wasn't a minute too soon. They're the galoots,
I'll bet!"
He had not seen enough of them to recognize
that one of them was apparently a Chinaman, so
he looked around for Hop. It occurred to him
that the scoundrels might have made away with
Hop, for the purpose of robbing him, ·and he
became very anxious about him. He headed cautiou sly for the spot where he had seen the trio
disappea r, and the next minute he stumbled upon
a huma n form that was lying in a state of helples5n ess on the g1·ound. Wild dropped upon his
knees ins: antly. Then he felt over the body and
f&..i!".cl it v·as alive. It was too dark in the bushes
for him to see the face, but he felt that it was
Hop he had come upon. Pulling his knife from
his belt, ],e quickly found the bonds and cut them.
Then he 11 ssisted the fellow to rise. Pulling him
out y·here he could see his face, he found that it
was Hop, sure enough.
"So they bound and gagged you, eh?" he said,
in a whisper. "Well, it serves you right for mixing up with them."
Then he removed th~ gag and pulled the Chinaman out of the bushes.
"Oh. Misler Wild!" exclaimed Hop, in a low
tone of voice. "Me velly inuchee glad you comee,
so be. Um bad Melican mans takee my money.
Len one he allee samee fixee likee Chinee, so he
go to um camp and stealee you money, so be."
"Is that so?" our hero exclaimed. "All right.
We'll soon fix him, then. Come on, Hop. I'll
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forgive you for getting caught- by the scoundrels.
Did you have much money with you? "
"Only lillee bit, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"Me 'flaid um bad Melican mans might tly to lob,
so be."
"I see. You were mighty wise about that. Well,
I reckon we'll soon fix the galoot who is trying to
play off as a heathen."
"He makee t'inkee he allee samee me, Misler
Wild."
"Well I don't bel[eve he will fool Charlie much,
if he gets there before we do. Come on!"
Hop followed our hero into the tavern.
"I found him," said Wild. "And now I am
going to look for the- card sharps and Hug Johnson. If yoµ happen to hear any shooting down
toward our camp you can notify the undertaker
that there's something for him to do."
The three went out then. Wild led the way
straight for the cam_p. He was keeping his eyes
and ears open, too, for he did not know at what
moment they might be shot at from ambush. But
it happened that they saw nothing of the trio,
and when they walked into the camp they found
Charlie standing before the largest of the tents.
"Ther heathen galoot jest crawled in there ter
sleep off his drunk, Wild," he said, not noticing
that Hop was with him. "He's in ther worst condition I ever seen him in."
Just then he turned and saw Hop, who was
grinning broadly at the mistake the scout had
made. A glance from Wild made the scout keep
perfectly still. Our hero also motioned for the girls and Wing to remain silent.
"So Hop is very drunk, is he?" he said, coolly.
"Well, I reckon I'll see if I can't sober him up a
little."
So saying, he threw aside the flap of the tent
and stepped in, a revolver in his hand.
On the blanket lay what looked to be a Chinaman.
"Get up, you sneaking coyote!" he cried. "Get
up, or I'll fill your carcass with lead!"
A loud snore was the only reply he got.
"Come he1·e, Charlie."
. The scout was right there in a twinkling.
·"Just haul the galoot out."
Charlie caught the man by the arms and drag~
ged him outside in a jiffy.
Then Hop stepped up and tore off -the wig.
"Furies!" exclaimed the villain, when he found
that his ruse had failed to work. "Hey, there,
boys! Help!"
Crack! Crack!
Two shots were fired from a clump of bushes
not far away and a bullet hummed past our
hero's ear.
Crangl
It wag Arietta who fired, for she had been
standing by a tree, her rifle ready for just such
a thing to happen.
A sharp cry rang out, and then the sound11
made by rapidly receding footsteps were heard.
"I reckon that was another close call for me ,.
'
said our hero. "Good for you, Et!"
"I thought the villain's friends might be near
so I got ready for them, Wild," the brave gld
replied.
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CHAPTER XV.-In the Locklnp, and Out Again.
It was Hllg .Johnson who was heard running
away .after Arietta fired the .shot. Not until their
disguis.e d .com1>anion was dragged from ttie tent
did they realize that the scheme had failed, and
then they got ready to shoot.
''We'll both fire at Young Wild West ter once!"
said Hug. "Aim straight, now! We mustn't miss.
If we drop him it will be -easy ter git the others."
But their aim was not quite straight enough,
as the reader knows, and when the answering
shot came and Hug saw the gambler drop at his
side he made a llolt .from the spot.
· He knew hatter than to :rUJ!l direct fo-r the
tavern, for it w:as more than likely that the
sounds of the -shooting_ would bring · some one to
the scene. Jie found that this was right, for as
he turned off to the left he saw a score of men
hurrying toward the camp of Young Wild West.
H.ug kept on until he had got around to the
rear of t'he tavern, and then he walked in.
"What's ther matter?" he asked, as .he looked
around l(l}!c)f:i-0und the place nearly deserted.
"A little-~ootin' match down there, I reckon."
answ&.ed tne boss. "Whe1:e was yer. Hug?" .
"I jest come ov.er from my shanty," was the
reply. "I swallered a little too much tanglef.oot
this -afternoon an' I was sleepin' it off. Who was
.
dofo' ther shootl.n', do ye-r knoy;?"
"No, I don't. Rut I tho·ught'"naybe yo.u had
a hand in it. Young Wild West went out of
here a little while ago, lookin' fur yer."
The face of the bad man paled when he heard
this.
"l'f Young Wild West is lookin' fur me he· kin
find me right here!" he cried. "I never run from·
·
anybody ye-t!"
"Oh, yes, you did!'" exclaimed a voice, and then
our h1?ro popped in from the front door. "You
just ran away from our camp, after you had .shot
at me and missed. Ho1d up your han-ds, you
sneaking scoundrel!"
It was· wonderful to see tne change that came
over Hug. He wilted down in a twinkling, and
then up went his hands.
"I-I don't know what yer mean, Young Wild
West," he -faltered. "I ain't done nothln'. to yer.
I never .fired no shot at yer."
Cheyenne Charlie now came in, followed by several of the miners. The latter :rushed past our·
hero and seized the villain before he knew what
was the matter.
''PUt him in ther jug, along with ther card
sharp!" cried one. "l reckon Hug Johnson's day
·
is over in this here cam_p !"
"Hold on, boys!" howled the,miner. "l'ni innercent. 1 ain't done nothin'."
"Just tell them wbat he did, Hop," said Wild,
smiling at tne crowd. "They ha-ven't all heam
about it yet."
Hop, in his ~wn way, .related .how tl1e three
villains had bound nlm .and :robbed hlm, and then
left him gagged in the bushes~ while tbey went to
rob and kill Young Wild West. He gave the story
in detail, not forgetting to tell how ]rn }Jad been
'}ened -at
:found. by our he1·0, an-d also -what
·
the -camp.
"Hug, you've been catched redhanded," said
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Judge Hubba.rd, stepp.i ng up. "Y,ou've .had your
own way here in ther Flat fur a good while; but
I r.eckon you're done now. Come ·onJ We're goin'
ter take yer to ther lockup. I reckon we'd better
keep yer there till Bill Lobby comes back, 'cause
he's in this game, too. It seems ter be ther opinion of ther boys that this is ther proper thing ter
do, though. there's some of 'em what want-s ter
hang yer right .away."
Hug pleaded in vain.
The miners were ,eer1Jainly all against him now,
even to those who had been .his friends before
the trouble started about the disputed claim. He
was conducted to filie log shanty that was used for,
a 1-0ckn-p, and w.hen he got there he found the
villain called Tim a 'prisoner there.
"Well, poor Doc got his medicine, I se~" said,
Tim. "T.hat's what you get for not knowing how
to shoot straight. Yon were both close enough
to make a snre job of it, an<l yet neither of you
hit Young Wild West."
"I done theT best I could· that's all I kin
say," replied Hug, gloomily. "1 reckon it wasn't.
ter be that ther boy should die." '
"Well, it must be that it was arranged that poor
Doc should, anyhow. And it looks very much as
though we will, if we don't _get out of here pretty
soon."
"Git out of here!" echoed Hug, looking intei·ested all at once. "How are we goin' ter git out?"
"We .can try, can't we?"
"Yes, but what good will it do? This shanty is
made of logs, an' ther ain't no way ter git out
·
unless we go through ther door."
"Well, -we can't do that, for there is a l')'lan
standing out there, ready to shot us down if we
tried it. Nci, we have got to get out some other
way or else stay here till they get ready to hang
us."
"Som-ethin' might turn up afore that time.
They're goin' ter wait till my par<l comes back, an'
·
maybe that'll be ther means of savin' u.s."
"It certainly won't be the means of saving me.
Why, I don't know your pard, even, and I .am sure _
he doesn·•t know me."
"Well, he'd het:r, you on accolJlit of y,e r b~in'.
with me in this muss."
"I'd rather not w.ait, Hug. I think we had better get- out right now."
"Ti!rnnderJ Kin we do it?"
·
"We can try." _
"That-'i. .right."
The -card sharp' "had been fa the loclmp longer ·
than Hug had, .and he had started to look around
for a wa-y to make his escape right '°if. 1:Ie had
already found a plank that was loB.e, and if ire
only had something to use as a pry it would not
.
be a _.hard task to raise it.
"If we can get that plank up we wiII be all
right," he said, nodding with assu.:nance.
"Thunder! I wonder if we 1cin do it?" ·
"Come op; we'Jl try. But just make sure that
·
the man on guar-d is·not listening, first."
H.ug 'Stepped :to the door and put his ·e ar close
to a cr.aclc. He eould h.ea-r the measu,:ed tread of
th.e guard as he walk-ed up and down past the
.
door.
"Lt'11 all right, I ~eckon," he said, as he came
back. "Ther galoot out th-e.re knowB there ain't
no winders in ther shebang, so he ain't watch.mg.
-: ·.:.,
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llothin' but ther door. Come on! We'll git at it
without waitin' any longer."
They had nothing whatever to pry up the plank
with, but at one end of it a piece had been split off
'Where a nail had been driven, and when Hug got
his fingers down and grasped the plank he found
that he could move it upward a little.
"Easy!" cautioned his companion. "You must
remember that it means life or death to us."
"I know it," was the reply.
Then he gave another pull and the plank yielded. There was a cracking sound as it gave way,
and the two villains paused and listened. But if
the guard had heard the noise he was not paying
any attention to it. Tim put his head down and
found that the floor was more than a foot above
the ground.
The two worked away in a careful manner, and
the result was that they removed the other plank
sufficientlv to squeeze through the opening. Then
they crawled out from under the shanty, and,
watching for a good chance, slipped away in the
darkness. It seemed as though luck had at last
'favored the villains.
CHAPTER XVI.-Conclusion.

--

The escaping villains were not going to have
such an easy thing of it as they expected. Bud
Swift, the cowboy, happened to be at the stable
when he heard some one approaching in what
seemed to him to be a cautious manner. The
cowboy remained perfectly silent, and the next
~inute he saw two men come in and make for the
horses that were there.
"Horse thieves, I reckon!" thought Bud, as he
drew his revolver. "I reckon I'll spile their game,
all right."
Just then one of Bud\; cowboy friends was
hea1·d calling to him.
"Git ready!" hissed Tim. "If he comes in here
he has got to die. We can't afford to let this
chance slip by. We must get away from this
J>lace as soon as possible. I don't want a rope
_
around my neck."
"But I reckon that's jest what you're goin' ter
git, you thievm' galoot!" exclaimed Bud, as he
stepped before them, a revolver in either hand.
"Furies!" cried Tim. "Drop that lantern, Hug!"
Hug did not drop it, but he hurled it at the
cowboy, and then dropped himself. Luckily the
cowboy dodged and the lantern went up against
the door of the stable, smashing as it struck. It
was extinguished at the same time, wr.ich was another lucky thing, as the stable would surely have
caught on fire.
Crack! Bud did not hesitate to fire, and down
went Tim, shot through the heart. Meanwhile
Hug was trying to get away fast. But the first
thing he knew a man stumbled over him.
~catch that galoot!" roared Bud. "I want ter
take him alive. It's Hug Johnson!"
Bud sprang forward and assisted in the capture.
For the second time since it had got dark the
miners in the tavern ran out in answer to shots
that were fired.
"Bud! Bud!" shouted the cowboy's friends.
"Here I am!" was the repl;i:. "I've got ther
galoot! Go an' tell Young Wild West that ther
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two prisoners got out of ther lockup an' that
I've got 'em. Hurry up!"
The cowboy called Sam utered a whoop and
started on a run for the camp of our friends. He
found them and Charlie and Wild and Sam returned to the tavern, where they found Hug Johnson, bound hand and foot.
"Go on an' pass ther sentence, Judge Hubbard!"
one of the miners called out.
"Ther sentence of ther court is that Hug Johnson be took outside an' hung ter ther limb of ther
nearest tree till he's as dead as a salt mackerel!"
came from the lips of Hubbard.
Out they went, dragging the wretched prisoner
with them. A few minutes later there was a volley of shots fired, and then our friends knew it
was all over. The dead gambler was taken from
the stable and planted alongside his pard the next
morning, and, just to make things fit, the body
of Fj:ug Johnson was buried next to that of the
storekeeper.
"I reckon they've left a place fur Bill Lobby
when he comes back," said Charlie, sigfliflcantly.
But it so happened that Lobby had a friend
among the miners, and that afternoon he rode out
to meet the stage coach and told him what he
might expect when he got to the Flat. The result was that Bill Lobby tore up the paper he had
taken so much trouble to go after, and, taking
the horse of his friend, left for parts unknown.
Then the friend rode in with the stage coach.
"I reckon you've got ter let up on Bill," said
the man, who had warned and sent the rascal
away. "He done me a mighty good turn once, an'
I didn't want ter see him git in no trouble. You'll
excuse me, Young Wild West, but I rnde out ter
meet him, an' I told him what he might expect ter
git when he got here. He jest tore up ther paper
he had got an' then he bids me goodby an' lights
out with my horse. A man's a man, yer know,
even if he does make a little mistake once in a
while."
"All right," answered Wild, who could not help
admiring the man for his frankness. "I reckon
the claim won't be in dispute any longer, as far
as I am concerned. We have taken all that was
worth anything from it, and now we can go."
Just then Arietta whispered something to our
hero, and, after nodding to her, he held up his
hand for silence.
"Gentlemen of the Flat," he said: "My little
sweetheart has just made a suggestion. It is that
we present the town with a thousand dollars to
build a new jail and a schoolhouse. You'll need
the schoolhouse to teach the children that are beginning to accumulate around here, and you'll
need the jail to keep such fellows as Hug Johnson in,· after you once put them there. Here's
the thousand dollars. Take it, with the understanding that you are getting it on the strength
of Arietta's Golden Shower! Whoopee! Whoopee!
Wow! Wow! Yip, yip, yip!"
Younp; Wild West let out his cowboy call, and
everybody joined in giving it. Then they rode
away, satisfied with the way things had turned
out.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE GREASER GUIDE; or THE
TRAP THAT FAILED TO WORK."
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CURRENT · NEWS
BROTHER'S TOMBSTONE FALLS, INJURES
HIM
Louis Roth, fifty-one, of Brooklyn, N. Y., was
the victim of a peculiar accident while visiting
his brother's grave in the United Hebrew Cemetery on Arthur Kill Road, Richmond, S. I., the
other aft ernoon. When Roth knelt on the mound
the t ombstone, weighing about 300 pounds, fell
upon his left leg and f ract ured it.
His wife scr eamed and ot her women in the
cemetery joined her cries. The stone was lifte d
from Roth's leg by four m en and a call was sent
fox Dr. A. S. Gibson of Richmond. The ph ysician
found him suffering from shock in a ddition to t he
fra ctured limb. He was r emoved t o t he Staten
I sland Hospital.
J ACK J OHNSON IN U. S. FOR A MINUTE
Jack J ohnson, ex-champion h eavyweight of the
w orld, who is a fugitive from the United States,
spent about a minute on the soil of his native
country on June 30. John son is doing considerable road work in connection with his forthcoming fight at Tia Juana, and this morning xan
across the bridge which separates old Tia Juana
from the United States.
As he reached the international line he noticed
that none of the American customs officers w.i.s
in sight. He placed one foot on this side of the
lm,;, then the other. He stood this way a minute or t.wo, looking longingly toward the flag
flying from the customs house. An alarm clock
went off in the custom house and scared the
negro. He jumped quickly into Mexico and ran
to his saloon.
PLATINUM VALUABLE
The rise of the value of this much sought
metal has been rapid and notably so since the
war, for platinum was used in the making of
munitions, and it is also introduced into the settings of precious stones in times of peace.
Several years ago platinum took rank with
the most precious stones and jewels in the world,
and according to an estimate given then by
George Frederick Kunz, author of "The Book of
P earls," and who is widely known as a connoisseur of rare gems, the largest platinum nugget
was discovered in Nizhni-Tagli sk in the Ural
Mountains, Russia, and weighed 9,622.88 grains,
or about twenty-five pounds, and was valued at
$33,672.
Doubtless t his nugget to-day is worth at least
double if not far more than the figures quoted
by Mr. Kunz.
Most authorities agree tha t the principal
souxce of supply of platinum is Russia, but as
t he value of the meta l has increased particularly
since the war, the search has engaged many explorers and new fields are re:ported from various
quarters of the globe.
In the United States, the principal supply of
platinum has been yielded in California, and
during t he present year the pr oduction of this
valuable metal is likely to exceed a ll records of
previous avhievements, for its increase in value

has placed it among the newer treasures of tJi1
land.
It _is recovered by dredging and separated by
graVIty methods. The principal source of the
world's plat\num was, prior to the war, the
p lacer ?~posits of the Ural Mountains in Russia.
In _addition to the Russian and Ca lifornia de•
posits, smaller qua ntities of platinum come from
simalar deposits in New South Wales.
. The pla tinum production of t he United State~
m 1918 amounted to 59,753 t r oy ounces, valuecl
·
at $6,417,980.
It is ~nown tha ~ traces of platinum have been
located m Austra lia and South Africa and near-c
'
er to the United St ates in Mexico.
BUTCHER PURCHASES GOLD BRICK
Beware of a rugge"d miner anayecl in a wide
sombrero, red fla~mel s~i rt, corduroy breeches,
heavy boots and with a pick slung over his shoul..
dei:. Tha~ was the warning sent out by the
Philadelphia Detective Bureau after Eugene
Sabo, a butcher, of Manayunk, unfolded his tal•
'"
of woe.
_Sabo report~d tha~ as a result of his encountet
'W_lth ~he moVIng picture miner and several ot
his fnends the profits of his butcher shop have
been curtailed to the tune of $2,400. Two weeka
aio, he told the sleuths, a man who announced
h1!7lself as a Mr. ?a~lock and a vender of refn~erators entered his shop and attempted tci
mi,n:c a sale.
Although the butcher stoutly maintained h~
was well supplied with refrigerators the sale~
man continued to make daily calls. ' The othi
Friday, after another rebuke from the meat cu
ter, _B arlock cas_ually m~ntioned something abou
a f!iend, an Anzona mmer, who was in the city,
~ellmg unrefined g?ld. An investment of $2,400'.
m the raw matenal would bring $5,000
/
the stuff was refined, Barlock related.
This seemed to interest Sabo, and he expressecli
a . desire to meet the miner. Barlock and th•
mm~r then reported at the butcher shop. From,
a suitcase the miner extracted a handful of "ore"
and threw it on the meat block.
"The real stuff, fresh from the Arizona mo
tains," he remarked a s he pointed out the shi
ing particles of " gold."
S3:bo expressed_ his doubts, but Barlock was OZlr
the Job with a "Jeweller," who just h appened to1
be a r ound the cor ner. :And to t he delight of th•'
butcher t he j eweller said the stuff was genu i i
:Whereupon Sab~ handed over $2,400 and receiv
m_ return a s~1tcase fi lled with c:tay bespeckl )
with brass fillin gs.
Not until later in the day when he carted t i
suitc~se to _the cei:itral city to have its conten
exammed did he discover he bought a nice arra
of brass particles and clay that was no bett
than t}ie stuff in his own back yard. Then
rm-he<l 1.n the police.
A<ccording to the butcher he bore no res~
blaur.e to Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, hsro of
melodrama " Hunting Gold in the Maryla ·
Hill s."
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LOST IN FEUDLA
.
-OR--

1\. BOY IN ''MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL, STORY}

CHAPI'cR - XXIII ( continued)
"Why, of course, Fred." Then Mary blushe-1
almost as prettily t0 Fred's mind as the sunrise
had done. "I wonder if Malvina--"
"He wanted me to---to, wen, he--I thougllt that
if Malvina spoke to you, perhapu you would-erdo the same. thing for her."
"Why, of course. That is if we are up here at
,that time; for I suppose all these silly, fearful
.feuds will ha¥e to be made up before that. Isn't
it st.range how neighbors will live near each other
all their lives, then shoot-yes-kill each 0th.e r?'"
"It certainly is-,. Mary. Rut C~ahan's plan is,
now that th.ey haw bested the Tm-le.y's and got
Bad Ansc with the rest, to strike while the iron
is hot, so to speak-."
"I don't know that I understand you. Does
he, want to keep 011 killing and :fighting, while he
and his father have the upper hands, and with
the leading 'Furleyites in his power?"
"Oh, no. Far from that, he--"
"I think that would be even meaner than Jifad
A.use acted to us at the first, when he had us
in his power. But Turley had at least this excuse-that he first thought father was some one
else."
. "You mistake what 1 was trying to explain,
True, the old sheTi:ff- and Dick have so many of
the Tudeys, including Anse, that they want to
:iuake a ten-strike, as it wei-e, and end the feuds,
while they have the pov.-er in their hands."
"Yes-but to harm prisoners-to strike the
_h elpless? Sheriff Callahan did not impress ma
~ that kind of a man. Nor Dick either i for l)e
.is too brave and ready to fight for the unfortunate-"
"Both of them are all right, Mary. But Anse
·will be the one to kick at this plan, unless they
"make him fall in. On that account I told Dick
i would be a pest man at the wedding, and l
hoped you would be .a-a sort of bridesmaid. It
,
may come o:fi'-dhectly-- "
"Goodness! Not before I get some sleep, I hope,
-Why, I would look like-like-a perfect fright."
·• "As ..if you ever could. But you will have time
to rest, a~d for both of us to decide. Will your
,tather obJe(}t? Or-or your at\nt Mercy?"
. "Well I guess net. The idea! My father does
-just as want him to do; and as for Aunt Mercy,
·iihe haraly knows me. Besides, she lives among
·;ihese queer people and is used to their ways."
At last ~ cabin came in .sight, then another;
·Jl:ftd before the tired w~derers fairly realized it,
the rambling dwellings that marked the sheriff's
home were before them.
J3y that time the sun was up. O,.d of the :first

I

to welcome the Knoxes and Fred was Malvina,
Behind her was Sister Mercy.
"Why, you poor little girl!" said the last•
"What a time you must have had. I hope your
trials are over. And yours too, Brother W 1 iam. And here is Mr. Brankston. Ah, Dick, when
you start out to hunt up folks, the.y have to come
-don't they?"
"Sure .they do. But ef it hadn't been for· Fred
he-re, I'm afraid the Tu:rleys might ha-ve got
her. I tell you B-rankston was going some when ·
I run up on him. Shot two timber wolves1 and
had more prisoners and hawses than he could
well tend to. But where's Pap?"
"Sh-h-h.l" Malvina, after greeting"Mary Knox
and the others, turned to Dick. "He, and my
father, and Parson Turley, and Pony, and a lot
more. .are in the main house, takin' a drink' of-of
moon~ine over the agreement they' have reached
at last."
"Well, they might ha;e waited till I got hei-e.
But ef Pap says hits all right, why it's honey;
foT he knows hew bad I want a Turley gal fer
my wife, and I want her right aw.lty, to<>--------"
ffere Malvina laid her hand on Dick's mouth,
and 1-ed him away, to where th•l elders of the ri·
val factions had :fust concluded their peace com•
pact. It wa-s all Dick could have wished_:and
more.
Not only had Bad Anse been brought lo see
the folly of contending with a victorious foe-----one who had whipped his side in a mountain
fight, an<;l also held the "offi.ces"-but he had
agreed tha.t Dick and Malvina should marry the
following day. 1J'urther, he agreed to give his
daughter a fair share in his worldly goods, and
had actually shaken hands with his old rival,
Sheriff Callahan, and solemnly sworn to bury the
hatchet, / political and personal, until the next
election. This, being three years off, insured -a
lengthy peace in the moonshine mountains _o nce
mo1·e.
In return, .all Turleyites who subscribed to this
were to be free and were summarily invited to
remain to the wedding. Being most of them
there or near there, as prisoners, they accepted
· the ternll3 with relief. In fact, many of them imbibed so many drams o:f illicit moonshine during
the next two days that Marshal Dick Callahan ,,
felt .a divided sense of duty pulling him two ways
·
at once, so to speak. ·
As . a "DGf)'Uty Revenue" official, he should
have arrested all and sundry found thus im•
bibing. But considering that most of the m-0onshine was undoubtedly made somewhere in the
Callahan country, he could not, as a Callahan,
and more especially as a bridegroom, do otherwise than wink at many things he otherwise
·
might have official1y reproved.
Moreover, they do things strangely in these
wild moun!ains. Even the prisoners consigned to
J efl'erson 3-ail found their .way back before the
wedding festivities and the "serrynading" was
entirely over.
And the Knoxes and Fred Brankston.
But_this demands a concluding chapt_er by it,.

self,

(To be continued)
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1,350,000 GERMANS WERE KILLED IN WAR.
Recent statistics published in Germany on that
country's war losses, state that 1,350,000 men
were killed.
There are to-day 520,000 war widows, according to the statistics, 1,130,000 war orphans, and
500,000 maimed or consumptives supported mostly by charity.
BOY HERO DIES WITH CHUM.
William Riddell, seventeen, of No. 35 Wool
street, Elmhurst, L. I., lost his life in trying to
save that of his chum, Walter V. Schempp, also
seventeen, of Thomas avenue, Baldwin, L. I.
This was surmised when the bodies of both
youths, drowned in a pond at Baldwin were recovered the following day. Schempp's body was
clothed in a bathing suit, while young Riddell
was fully dressed. The double drowning was not
seen by any one, for the pond is in a lonely section. Young Riddell was spending the week-end
at his friend's home. They went out on Sunday,
and when they failed to reappear a search was
instituted, and Captain Frand Carman found
Schempp's clothes on the bank of the pond. The
bottom was dragged with nets.
FOWLS GOT DRUNK
Corn whiskey captured in an automobile, said
to have been driven by two Chattanoogans and
poured into the gutters at Dalton, Ga., the other
day, has created havoc amon~ chickens, geese
and members of the bird family which imbibed
the concoction and went on a drwwcen carousal.
According to the story, some of the fowls butted
out their brains against walls and trees and
hitherto cowardly 1·oosters were turned into
game cocks and fought everything that came in
their way.
The car of liquor was captured in an unusual
manner. Officers · were patrolling the streets
looking for two negroes who h_ad committed a
minor offense and when the drivers of the car
were stopped they jumped out and ran away,
leaving the liquor laden machine standing on the
street.
BAG LOST IN FRANCE
RETURNED TO OWNER
Joseph E. Cushman of Stonington, Conn., will
tel! you that his confidence in humanity is restored. There has just come ·back to him one of
his most treasured possessions, lost in April, 1918.
When the Germans broke through the British
5th Army at Chemin des Dames, Cushman was
among the Yankee troops rushed forward to stem
the tide. The 26th Division, of which he was a
member, was billeted in the vicinity of Grande,
France, which was the headquarters of the 51st
Brigade of that division. The men lost al! their
belongings in their advance, and Cushman had
many things which he held dear in his barrack
bag, left a~ headquarters. As his company did
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not return to Grande, he gave them up as lost.
his eyes opened when after two yea rs the longlost bag trailed him to his home in t he borough,
and not a single article which it contained is
missing.
TOOK TOE FOR TARANTULA.
The most lurid of the Mexican war correspondents cannot hold a searchlight to the man who
tells this one in the Potter Kansan:
"Some one had told him about the tarantulas
and centipedes, and ever thereafter he was greatly worried. Awakening one bright moonlight
night and noticing what he supposed was a bunch
of terrible tarantulas perched on the footboard
of his bed, he grabbed his gun, took deliberate
aim, and fired.
"A shriek, a leap from the bed, and blood trickling from his foot told what had happened. He
had mistaken his own toes for a tarantula family
and had blown one of them to atoms.
"The worst part of it was, it did not happen tQ
be the one that had the corn on it."
HARD TO TAME.
A spider is one of the hardest creatures in the
world to tame, according to scientists who have
made the attempt. They say the insect hasn't
any idea of time, and to seek its confidence one
must have unlimited patience.
One scientist, after gaining the confidence of a
spider by feeding it flies, sought to test its senaes
by fooling it with a piece of meat the ·size of a
fly rigged up with a fly's head and wings.
The spider stopped in its web, about an inch
from the camouflage and later couldn't be got
from its nest to even look at the thing. Other
spiders evinced the same warines&, although it
is not known whether it was their sense of sight
or smel! that was keenest.
One scientist destroyed a spider's web and
stayed up all night to watch it make another,
believing it worked at night. At 6 A. M. it ran
out of a window without attempting to work before his gaze.
Spinning webs is second nature with spiders.
After t.hey are hatched from the eggs in a cocoon they cling together for about a week. Then
they separate, but their legs do not carry them
very far.
Facing the wind, and standing on the tips of
their legs, the baby spiders raise their abdomens
and emit a silken thread. The faintest current
wafts the gossamer in the air, and when enough
is let out to permit of aerial flight, the insect
drifts away.
When it wishes to land it hauls in the thread.
Wherever it lamls it can spin webs without the
slightest instructions from older spiders. Older
male spiders seem to lose this gift. There ~
about 550 species of spiders in America, but onlt
two, the house and garden spiders, are well
known..
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A MU'.CIV ELESS CRI ME.
By Horace Appleton.

Living with me in the small village of Temple·
ton, Ohio, where I first began my career as a
detective, was a wealthy family named Forrest.
My first acquaintance with Mr. Forr est was
made shortly after the announcement of the sud·
den death of his wife, a lady widely known and
es teemed all over that section of country.
Her death, which occurred very suddenly, and
under peculiar circumstances, created a great deal
of gossip, and gave rise to many conjectures
which reflected very seriously on her husband's
character.
So pointed were some of the opinions regard·
ing_the cause of her death, that Mr- Forrest was
obliged for his own vindication to institute an in·
vestigation, which he did by employing a couple of
well-known detectives from Chicago, who, after
a short time on the case gave it up, assuring Mr.
F orrest that they believed all suspicions of foul
play were groundless. Mr. Forrest was forced to
ba content with their conclusions, his own conscience being clear of any guilt in connection with
t he matter.
Hardly had the excitement concerning his wife's
dJath subsided in the village, when the tongues of
t he gossips were again set a-wagging by the int elligence that his eldest daughter, a lovely young
lady of about eighteen years, had been suddenly
t-aken ill with the &ame symptoms as her mother,
and, like her, had passed as quickly away.
Her funeral was hardly over when a son of Mr.
F orrest was stricken down in the same way, and
succumbed as quickly to the mysterious malady
as had his mother and sister.
Matters were in this state, when Mr. Forrest
called at my office, and asked me to clear up the
mystery.
The closest questioning on my part failed to
elicit anything which would lead me to suspect
that Mr. Forrest was otherwise than truthful in
his assertions, that he knew absolutely nothing
about the causes which had stricken down the
three membeTS of his .family.
"Why," he assured me with tears in his eyes,
"there wasn't a happier family in Templeton than
mine. I loved my wife and two dead children as
fondly as it is possible for a man to love, and the
remarks that have been passed that I caused their
deaths are heartless and cruel. Great Heaven!"
he exclaimed, as the tears coursed down his
bronzed cheeks, "to think that I should be accused of such a foul crime! Why, sir, it's monstrous!"
"Of course," I said, as he became a little calmer,
"you have some theory as to the cause of their
death, have you not?"
"Yes," he answered, "but it is so slight that I
attach no importance to it, and my own conscience
chides me for entertaining such an idea."
"Tell me," I said, "what are your ideas on the
matter? Surely," I went on, "nobody understands
your family affairs as well as you do, and ,your
suspicions should be as near correct as anybody's.''
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"Well, to tell you the truth," he answered, "I
don't like to tell you upon whom my suspicions
r est, for in so doing I may be wronging a person
for whom I have always had the greatest respect."
Assuring him that all confidence reposed_ in me
would be as inviolable as the grave, he at length
decided to tell me his suspicions.
"I have had," he said, "in my employ for the
past six years a governess, the daughter of a dead
brother of whom I was very fond. She has; always been looked upon as one of the family, not
as a menial; of late she has appeared sullen and
morose, and occasionally a little eccentric. Now,"
he continued, "I have thought it just possible that
she may have had something to do with the death
of the members of my family, that she may have
poisoned tbem."
,
"What motive do you imagine she could have
for so doing?" I asked.
"That's what baffles me," he answered. "I can't
for the life of me devise any reason to account
for her crimes, if she is guilty. She has always
pTofessed the greatest love for my wife and children, and they the same for her, and why she
should want to do them an injury is more than
I can divine."
"But she is undoubtedly the criminal all the
same," I replied, with professional intuition.
"Do you think so?" he asked, eagerly. "And
why?"
I replied that I could give no substantial rea•
son for my opinion, but assured him that if he
would give me the liberty of his home for a few
days I would undoubtedly prove the truth of
my -belief.
''I hate-Heaven knows I do," he replied, "to
think that Fanny would be guilty of such a foul
wrong; yet, if proved that she is, I would want
to see her punished as severely as the next one.
And yet," he went on, "I can't believe that she
is guilty. She has always been so kind, gent le,
and loving that it don't seem possible that she
could be transformed into such a fiend, and for
no reason at all. No, sir," he added, with energy, "I don't believe •she is the guilty person."
"Well," I replied, "with all due deference to
your feelings, Mr. Forrest, I do, and, a s I said
before, if you will allow me the liberty of your
hfUSe tor a few days, I think I will pi·ove myself
right 1n this matter. You must bear in mind
that your own character is at stake in this affair
that some very hard things have been said
against you, and that your own char acter should
be vindicated, no matter who .else is compromised."!
This reference to his own position awakened
him to the necessity for SOllle action, even though
his niece was injured by it.
"Very well,.then," he said. "l want you to go
to work on, this. mystery at once and clear it up.
If Fanny is guilty, the sooner she is found out
and put out of the way the better."
It was arranged that on the following day I
should present mys;elf at his house as a friend
fr~ the East, come to pay Mr. Forrest a week's
viSit, an4 that as such he would give me ample
opporturuty to prosecute my investigation.
In accordance with this arrangement, the next
day found me at Mr. Fon-est's door, valise in
hand, as if just off a long journey.
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Mr. Fon-est received me cordially, and bringing me in, introduced me to his niece, Miss Fanny Wentworth, whom I found to be a very modest
and withal exceedingly prepossessing young lady.
When in the course of my conversation with
her I referred to the sad be1'eavements Mr. Forrest had recently undergone, she appeared deeply affected, and expressed her sorrow in the most
pathetic manner.
However, these manffestations of grief lu,Ld no
effect on me in altering my belief as to her guilt,
foi- I had learned how true was the saying that
"appea1·ances are very deceptive," and accordingly did not relax for one moment my watch
upon all her actions while in the house.
She went about the house in the discharge of
her duties as cheerily as if the shadow of death
had not so recently fallen upon it, and in every
way comported herself like one who was incapa.
ble of doing a wro!\g action.
On the second day of my stay at the Foi-rest
mansion I noticed that she appeared less vivacious in her manner than was her wont.
She s~emed gloomy and depressed in spirits,
and anxious to avoid conversation with her uncle
or myself.
"She's got one of her fits on now," said the
latter to me, as he was showing me to my bedroom on the night of the day in question.
I bade him good-night, and sat down in the
room to meditate.
"So far," 1 thought, "I have discovered nothing which warrants me in believing Fanny Wentworth guilty of any crime."
I sat there for a long time pondering over the
mysterious affair, and was at last aroused from
my reflections by hearing Mr. Forrest at the
foot of the stairs which led down from my room
to the sitting-room bidding Fanny "good-night,"
with the remark that she had better not stay
up much longer.
I waited until I heard Mr. Forrest enter his
room-next to mine-and retire, and then stole
quietly out of my room down the stairs, with the
faint hope that I might discover Fanny Wentworth in some action that would justify my belief in her guilt.
I had almost reached the bottom of the stairs,
when my attention was arrested by a voice as if
earnestly engaged in prayer or some sort of devotion.
Unwilling to rudely disturb the one thus engaged, I stopped still and listened attentively.
I recognized the voice as that of Fanny W,entworth.
By inclining my head forward beyond the ~artition which shut out the stairs from the sittmgroom I could see that she was standi!\&' leaning
on a stand before the window.
Her attitude was anything but devotional, and
in inclining my head further forward to see if
I eould catch something of what she was saying,
I observed a piece of white paper on the stand before her, on which was a little pile of white
powder.
As I stood looking intently at this preparation,
she gave one look at it, and then she burst forth
into the following · sentence:
"Oh, thou mysterious power, I bless thee for
the i:trength that thou givest-to a poor, weak little woman like me. With thee I have humbled
the haughty Mrs. Forrest, and brushed her
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daughter from my path, and with thy aid," and
she looked at the mysterious powder rapturously,
"I will send Mr. Forrest, strong and healthy as
he is, to his last account."
My first impulse was to bound into the 1·oam
and confront her with her guilt, but on a second
thought I determined to wait until morning, and
see what would transpire then.
I had heard enough to convince me that she
meditated foul play with Mr. Forrest, and I determined to balk her in her plans, and at the
sa/Jile time obtain proof of her guilt.
In a few moments she started back to the
kitchen, and taking advantage of her absenc.: I
made my way back, to my room.
The following morning I awoke, and shortly
afterward, in company with Mr. Forrest, sat
down to breakfast.
Fanny presided at the table, and appeared to
be in excellent spirits.
She poured out Mr. Forrest and myself each
a cup of coffee.
As the former raised the cull to his lips to
drink I sprang to my feet, and In the most peremptory manner forbade him to do so. ·
"And why not, pray?" he asked, in astonishment.
"Because," I said, looking Fanny Wentworth
square in the face, "that woman there has put
poison in it! And if you drink, like your wife
and children, you die!"
As I finished speaking Fanny Wentworth sank
back into her chair, the co:ffee-pot falling from
her nerveless grasp to the floor.
. "Is it, uncle," she replied, with trembling voice.
''Ha;ve mercy on me!" she pleaded piteously. "God
forgive me! I kncnv not what I do!"
Mr. Forrest arose calmly from his chair and
·
picked up the co.ffee-pot.
"Come, Mr. --," he said, addressing me. "I
will tak~ this down to Dr. Winters, and have him
analyze it, and if he finds pois= in it, that woman will be in prison before night."
In answer she only returned _a scornful laugh,
and defied him to do his worst.
Dr. Winters analyzed the contents of the coffeep~t, and !ound arsenie in sufficient t!jUantity to
kill a 'regiment; and Mr. Forrest made his word
good in havir1g .his niece at once arrested and
lodged in jail.
When brought to trial she was pronounced
insane by the court physicians.
The only plausible theory ever offe:red in.. extenuation of her crimes was that they were influenced by a brute love of power.
She learned the power of arsenic-the little
whiU: powders that she could buy for a few
penmes.
With them she could throw people into torments, and send them to their last account--she,
the poor, weak, little governess.
It was a great power, and its use fascinated
her weak brain until she used it, alas! too often
and too fatally.
In consideration of her insanity, on being
found guilty of the murder of Mrs. Forrest and
her two child1·en, Fanny Wentworth was sent
to an insane asylum for life.
And there she is up to the present time; shorn
of all opportunity to invoke the fatal power by
which she wr-0ught so much unhappiness.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST KRASSIN LEARNS ENGLISH IN MONTH
Leonid Krassin, business envoy of Lenine, has
won a $126 bet by learning to speak English in
one month.
When he arrived in London, Krassin was told
l,y the manager of his hotel that English was
difficult to learn. The wager was then made.
Krassin won when at the end of thirty days he
discussed English sports with the manager for
fifteen minutes.
WOULD REPAY OLD LOAN
Sixty-seven years ago while in Shreveport, La,,
C. F . Rogers, an engineer of Columbus, Ga., borrowed enough money from E . 0. Snow, stage
line agent, to return home. For various reasons
including the civil war, the money was not repaid, a nd now Roger s is t r ying to locate heirs
of his benef actor in order to r epay the loan.
The story is r elated in a letter r eceived by
Dr. George S. Sexton, pastor of the F ir st Methodist Church here, whose assistance in seeking
Snow's heirs is enlisted by the borrower, writ ing
from his home in Lotohatchee, Ala.
WOMEN SAW THROUGH OHIO
JAIL BARS AND ESCAPE
Three women prisoners sawed their way to
freedom at the county jail Akron, Ohio, June 30.
They a r e :
Carrie Childs, negress, charged with pocket
picking; Marie Hamilton, negress, charged with
cutting to kill, and Pearl White, charged with
pocket picking. The women occupied the same
cell.
The escape was made the more daring by reason of the location of the cell directly over the
jail office. The women, after sawin.z the bars,
dropped to the ground directly in front of the
office window.

THREE

PUTS LIFE INTO MARSH LAND IN
FRASER VALLEY
Cecil Tice of the Guelph Agricultural College
fs known a s an agronomist, but he is also a
pathologi st to sick soil. Adept in the chemical
mysteries of the soil, when land is ill he knows
·the remedies that will work a cure.
Twentv thousand acres of boir land !\ave lain
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uncultivat ed for years at Pitt Meadow, on the
Canadian N D,tiona l Railway, in the heart of one
of the richest frui t and orcha r d regions of the
Fraser Valley, B. C. Many a farmer looking
a cross the marshy desolation has t hought what
wealth would be his if only it s r ank reeds a nd
rushes were r eplaced with a pple an d plum trees
·
and fields of strawberries.
"Dr." Tice recently ma.de a professional call
on the ma,rsh and studied it with a scientific eye.
He was half inclined to think at first it was a
case of dementia. praecox. For land that might
be f)roducing rich fruit crops to remain in such
condition suggested insanity. But he decided
finally the land was merely sour.
"All it needs," he said, "is aweetening."
This verdict made the farmers of the region
laugh. Sweetening 20,000 acres, they thought,
would cost more than the land was worth, with
sugar around 30 cents a pound.
But the British Columbia Department of Agricultur~ had faith in "Dr." Tice's diagnosis and
set aside a fund to enable the physicion to apply his nostrums. Tice has just begun his ministrations. Much to the surprise of the farmers
he did not order a few trainloads of sugar. He
first drained ten acres. After the soil had dried
out, he broke the surface with a cultivator. Later
on he will plough it. His purpose is, a s he explains, to warm and energize it.
"Sunshine is the sugar I will use to sweeten
the land," he said.

LAUGHS
Man with wooden leg-Your char g e fo r crem ation is exorbitant. P orter at cemetery- Well, we
will t hrow off ten per cent. in your case, on account of your wooden leg.
A little girl joyfully a ssured her mother t he
other day that she h ad fou nd out where they made
horses; she had seen a man finishing one. "He
was nailing on his last f oot."
A young man, searching for his father's pig,
accosted an Irishman as follows: "Have you seen
a stray pig about h ere ?" "Fait h, how could I
tell a stray pig from any other?"
"Why, Tommy," exclaimed t he Sunda y-school
teacher, "don't you say your prayers every night
before you go to bed?" "Not any more," replied
Tommy. "I uster when I slept in a folding bed,
though."
"What does your father do when you ask him
questions?" asked one small boy. "He generally
says, 'I'm busy now; don't bother me,'" replied
the other. "Then when I go out of the room he
looks in the encyclopedia."
"Uncle John," queried the pretty girl who was
seeking information, " would I be justified in writing to a young man who has never written to
me?" "Only on very important business, my
dear," answered the old man. " Well, this is important business," i.he explained, "I want him
to marry me."
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A FEW GOO D ITE MS
FINDS RING LOST YEARS AGO
John Hunter the other day excavate d f.rom
the soil in the rear of his Holland street home
near Eddysto ne, Pa., a diamond ring, which he
had lost there more than twelve years ago. It
was while spading that Hunter lost the ring
from a hole in his pocket. He had no idea where
he had dropped it, and in time forgot all about it.
He was turning over the soil again with-. a
spade, and to his surprise the long-los t ring came
up on a spadeful of dirt. A little washing and
polishin g restor<:!d it to its original beauty. The
ring is valued at $200.

. ~ s Gauthier , a dark eyed, slender slip of a
g1rl_, 1s 23. Her father is a full blooded Keshena
Ind1an. Her mother is Irish. She came to the
ho_me of Mr. and Mrs. Wil1iam J. Kershaw in
Milwauk ee about eight years ago and was
brou~ht up and educated as their daughter , atte~dmg Holy Angels Academy .
I :was to spend my vacation with my real
fatheI and mothei- on Menomin ees reservati on
an_d Mr. Ro&"ers was to d1·ive me up there," said
Miss. Gauthier , while carpente rs were busily
working_ on t1-f,e bungalow which she is to enter
When we left Milwauk ee he was
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shghtly_ 111, s.o I drove for a while. By the time
hwe arrI_ved m Sheboyg an Mr. Rogers believed
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"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
10 CENTS A COPY
SEMI· l\10NTH L Y
CUPID AIDED BY INDIAN RUNNE RS
- . LATEST ISSUES Unusual romance is not confined to fiction and
THE Si,~~~on ~F THE SEALED BOOK. by "Et!Jel
the movies. Here is the story of how swift In- 56
Willis Lathrop.
dian runners acted as Cupid's aids to bring an 5.7 THE CLUE OF STEEL. by
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·
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GOOD READING
FISH CAUGHT BY HAND.
J ohn Ridelbach pleaded guilty before ~udge
Dildine and paid a fine of $~5 and cos_t s fo! violating the State law by catchmg fish_ wit!. his I:ands
in the Sandusky River, Tiffin, Ohio. H e said he
didn't know he had to use a hook. He thou~ht he
wouldn't hurt the fish so much if he used his fingel's to catch them, he said.
LEADS JAIL ORCHESTRA.
An orchestra has been formed by prisoners in
the County Jail, Oregon City, O_re: ThE: orchestra consists of three pieces-a violm, _guitar, and
mandolin, and: is led by Glavich, bootlegger of
Portland. Although these young men are confined in the County Jail, they are a happy bunch
and have made many friends who hav~ called
on them and donated magazines and music. The
boys are practising diligently and will soon be
re;i,dy for "outside" .- engagements.

$100 A MONTH ON FARM
Demand for farm laborers is heavy throughout
western Canada. Wages of $75 _and $100 are now
, - - -_.__ ,-~Q,ffe_red in the mixed farmmg country ~long
est ·wages ever o f f ~ in Mamt?"!ia,
tory of the Canadian W'e st..
~
-he hig:hThousands of soldiers, who formerly were arm
hands, have taken land under the soldier settlement act and have become farmers on their own
account. When harvest begins in the latter part
of July, it is believed. t~e demand for farm
laborers will be. more msistent and wages even
higher than at present.

-------

.
HE KEPT A RECORD.
A peculiar old man has died at Vienna in his
'/3rd year, says the London Express. He died
with the r eputation of being the most exact man
on r ecord. From his 27th year he kept accurate
account of all he bought and what he paid for it.
In t he 27 years of his convivial life he consumed
28 786 glasses of beer. J -Ie gave up drinking in
his f>4th year, but h e continued to smoke constantly, even during his last sickness, raising the
number of his cigars to 628,713, or an average of
13.667 a year. Of the whole number some 43,500
were- given to him; he bought the r est for $12,500, or about t wo cents each . .
STATUS OF ARMY PERSONNEL'.
Strength of the Army.-The estimated st rength
of the Army on June 17 was 213,135, not including nurses and Army field cierks. Of this number 15.689 were officers.
Enli'stments.-Enlistment papers received to
June 12 show 210,446 enlistments since recruiting
was commenced Feb. 28, 1919. Of this number,
172,301 are still in service.
Furloughs to Resen~.-Between Jan. 1, 1919,
and May 31, 1920, a total of 41,062 enlisted men
of the Regular Army were furloughed to the
Reserve. The greatest number furloughed during
one month was 91)39 during March, 1920.

Resignations of Regular Army Officers.-From
Nov. 11, 1918, to June 1, 1920, there were 2,549
officers who resigned their commissions in the
Regular Army.
RELIC OF AZTEC DAYS.
After lying undisturbed for hundreds and perhaps thousands of years, the grave of some old
Indian chieftain was rudely disturbed by city
workmen employed in digging a sanitary sewer
lying in Brownsville, Tex.
The burial place of the old Aztec warrior was
located in what is now one of the most popular
sections of the city, but what was formerly the
banks of an old resaca and at one time probably
the bank of the Rio Grande, at the northeastern
city limits.
The bones were preserved in almost their natural shape through petrification and their size
indicated that before his death, perhaps long before the white man ever heard of the Rio Grande,
the warrior had been an enormously big man.
That his wife was an active one was demonstrated by the fact that one of his arms had been ·
fractured and the arm failed to knit smoothly.
The most perfectly preserved portions of the
body were the teeth, which are worn smooth, and
·~ n.t.,,d__that the man was not young. They bore
·coFFEE '·cAME •Fl ~.tr.i=Abyssinia is the original home of the co
tree, and in the southern and western highlands
of that country there are still immense. forests
of it that have never been touched.
In_ a report to the Depa1·tment of Commerce,
Addison E. Southard, United States Consul · at
Aden, says:
"It is from the name 'Kaffa' that the word
'coffee' is said to have come. All accounts as to
the introduction of coffee to the world do not
agree, but the weight of the evidence is to the
· effect that the Arabs in about the eleventh centul'y bi:ought coffee from Abyssinia, calling it
t~1e_ fruit o~ th~ tree_ of Kaffa, from the Abyssm1an provmce lil wlnch they got it. Seeds were
planted in Arabia and developed the fine coffee
known to-day as Mocha. Due t o cultivation and
the change of soil and climate, the Mocha coffee
is a very great improvement over the Kaffa stock
from which it originated.
"When, according to history, the A<rabs overran Abyssinia in the fifteenth century and occupied the great agricult:.ual province of Harrar,
they brought Mocha coffee seeds, which were
planted, and this coffee is to-day the principal
agricultui·al crop in that province. Thus we have
the two kinds of Abyssinian-grown coffee: the
indigenous and uncultivated plant in southern and
western Abyssinia, and the cultivated Harrar
plant, which originated from the same indigenous
stock, but which is very much superior, owing,
presumably, to cultivatio,n and to its having come
into the eastern part of the country via Arabia,
instead of direct, as might well have been the
case."

A

F LOATING
CHURCH

Of t he nineteen counties of
Western
Wa shington, eighteen
are a ccessible to
seagoing vessels,
h ence t he Robert
G. Seymour , a
floating
church,
oper ated on P uget Sound by the
Rev. Wilbert R.
Howell and his
wife.
D u ring the
four years that
the Robert Seymour has been in
operation, it has
traveled on an
average of 3,000
miles a ye a r,
carrying religion
to Island County
and up Hood Caal. It regularly
:visits s i x t e e n
or t s and as
many I o g g i n g
camps.
The boat is
gone often for a
mont h at a time,
and has weathered some o f t h e
ughest g a I e s
ver experience d
on the Sound.
Not infrequent y, after a sermon
ldelivered aboard
t he Gospel ship,
or on shore, some
oman will come
orward with a
uestion on her
i p s regarding
hat lies near her
eart relative to
he latest style in
resses or hats,
nd always an a nwer is forthcom·ng- f or the good
ilot never omits
include f ashion
ooks among his
ymnals.
One woman
cknowledge d the
act that a seron preached reently by the Capain of the Gospel
oat was the first
he had heard in
dozen y e a r s.
he was the
other of nine
hildren, and had
ad no opportuity previously of
earmg a church
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GE T TH IN
REDUC E WEIGH T EASILY

No more worry about your over-stoutne&1. Take Oil of
Korein, follow t he simple, health- improving Korein system
and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to 60 pounds
or even more- whatever amount of superfluous fat you need
to be rid of-or t his self treatment will cost you nothing. We
offer $100.00 Cash Guarantee! It is in every box .
Measure and weigh yourself now ; watch the delight ful
steady r eduction. Become healthier, younger in appearance ,
more active and attractive ; gain real beauty.
This method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Oil
of Korein is not a laxative; contains no t hyroid-but is a vegetalized oil containing genuine f ucus vesiculosus , an ingredient
obtained from· certain seaweeds . Those who follow Korein system
are astonished at the reduction - after all
else fails. Recommend ed by physicians.

A prominent Philadelphian, George Reynolds, Walton Avenue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continued using Oil of
Korein, massaging himself daily, until he reduced 64 lbs.
Mrs . J . B. Hansen, P lattsville, reduced 26 lbs. in less than 2
months. Mrs. L. C. Patric k, Niland, wanted to r educe 8 lbs.
and did so in two weeks. Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An Albany
business m;.:-i, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months. Many
say '' fat seems to melt a way, '' or " measureme nts decrease
like magic," etc. Legions of volunt ary testimonial s.
Don't carry t he t edious burden of unhealthy fat. Become
slender and at tractive by this superior ~asy method. Amaze
yourself and fri ends. Increase your efficiency!
Oil of Korein comes in capsules, easy to take. Buy a 1mall
box at any busy pharmacy; or the druggist will get it for you.
Or, write us and we will mail you a box in plain wrapper,
which you may pay for when it comes to you.
Begin reducing now I B ecome thin and stay so! I

New Book "Reduce Wehrht Happily" 11:ives helpful information. Will be mailed free on request. Cut th is advertisement
out and l<•P It. Slu>w fat f,rwn,u. Do not lose thi• claaace of
a Hfnfm• to Improve youraelf marveloualy. Address:

II
I

II
I

KOREIN CO., NL-103, ~ta. F., New York

TOB
AC
CO
Or SNUFF HABIT
cured or No PAY
No matter whether used In pipe, cigarette,
cigars. chewed, or used in the form of snnff.
Superba Tobacco Remedy contains notlllng
Injurious. -no dope, poisons, or habit forming drug~. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
it cures costs you one dollar. If it falls, or
it you are not perfectly satisfied, costs you
nothing. Write for full remedy today.
SUPERBA 001\IPANY. 11121 . Baltimore, l\Id.

·ai:eVa~!t.~RLqJ,·:~t!J!sz~~!t:.~~-~r.1!!:
~
a J.&dJ Should Maus• Ber Be&u to maki bhr& P rop01e WaTTI~
s ••Row toOa1oha&iobB.ob11or. ••Bow to Wlath•Pafl:.roflAdi es.
• Wo441A1!:UqlltH•.h ·, ... .illii'oJ.OCllil.elpf1" t.o loHrt. 215C P 0 8TPAI D

"A.KlJ

l:' UB. CO., TILTON, .N .

MOUSTACHE

ti.

SORE NESS

HEALE D

llor. or opea lee•. 'Rlcen. war••4 Yellllo
ecsema healed wllUe J'O• work. Write t•
tree book an4 deat'rtbe J'••r ew11 CI.N.
A. 0. Llepe, 1457 Green Bay Av., llllhva ukee,W la.

"A Quart for AQuarter"

INK

tfJt\:t"ac~, ua!~1,
violet or green.
Put up in dry
form, 1 powde1· in
water makes 1
quart. Worth three or four times at
retail price. 1 powder, 25 cents; 6
powders, $1.00 Postpaid. Big oppor- tunity for agents.
SHELTON CHEMICA L CO,
101-A Shelton, Conn.

of

To acc,-Jerate the growth
i. llloustaebe use-l ~KO.
A small box will be mailed for 25 cents; a lnrge box for
$1.00. Postpaicl in plain package. Fine report s f rom
mnuy nsC'rS. ~Pncl cash or st.amps to ,John fl n r t Brl$Saln, 100 East 32<1 St . (B C-103), New York City, l!f. Y.
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A CRQWING
H EN

Wi lli a m H.
Gates, Professor
of Zoolo~y in the
Louisiana State
University, sends
to e Journal of
Heredity an account of a hen
that seemed to be
turning into a
rooster. She was
a white Wyandotte, hatched on
March 24, 1913,
good stock.
0 f
She proved to be
an extra g o o d
layer. Twice in
t h e season o f
1914 and three
times in 1915 she
went t o setting.
In all ways she
was a nice, ladyI i k e , motherly
h n, never guilty
the slighest
0 f
,imp.ropi·iet y. The
moult o f 1915
came, a n d the
whole character
of the h -e n
changed with it.
She lost all her
fc.minine characteristics ai;.id assumed those of
the opposite sex.
Her comb and
wattles grew to
the size of those
of average fancy
stock roosters;
both the hackle
aad saddled feathers took on the
n:irrow pointed
st yle affected by
Wyandotte roosters. · She started
crowing, and in
a short time developed a full,
prolonged
crow
which she used
regularly every
morning for an
hour or so before
daybreak.
British interests will establish
an aerial mail
servke over a
t·oute 2,600 miles
long in South
America, f r o m
Pernambuco t o
Buenos A y r e s,
with. stops a t ten
points. betweP.n.

LITTLE ADS
W rite to Riker & Kint, A d~ertising Offices, )19 East 28th Street, Ner.o York City,
or 8 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, for particulars about advertising iH this magaziHe,
PERSONAL
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
WRI TE THE WORDS FOR A SON G.

IF YOU WISH a pretty and wealthy Wife, write mo

mlt poems on any subject. Broadway· Studios, 165C,
Fltzgerald Bu.Odin&, New 'fork.

Lillia n Sproul. Station B, Clevelfmd. O.

We revise poems,
wrlt.e music and guarantee to secure publlcatlon. Sub-

AGENTS
D ON'T GO TH IBSTY: Tty my vuncbe3. Port, B lackberry, Grave. Chen'7. Orange, Clarrt, Bottle m:1ke9,
thirty 1:lasses.
Deltcious- bevcraee 50 cts.
Agents
wantt>d . Hamtlton Mfg., Barnes C'lty. Iowa..
AG EN TS-To travel by automobile introducing our
blg line ot fastl summer sellers. Tl\e g-rea.test line on
aarth. Make $10 & day easy. Complete ou tfit and
automobUc furnished to workers. Write a t once for
:i::xl!lusln territory, .American Products Co .• 2365 Ameril"!!n Bullding,_ C1nclnnat·l. Ohio.
AGENTS. Learn about tl1e proflta aupp!ytn ii ])et!ume
to fan111ies by addressing Leffler & Co., 762. \Valton.
St. Louis, Ma.

ART AND DEN PICTURES
HIGH

ART

PHOTOS-BeouUtul

Mow.ls

in

artlstlc

Send 10 cts. tor minla.tme sheet anJ »r ice
l:nited Sales Co., SP1-lngfieicl, Jll.
O RI E NT A L DA.f.j C ER : she cloes t~a.l Salome wiggle,

poses.

li~t-

sealed 2,J c1;:,, llamlltori Mfg., Darnes rtty~ I owa.
R EAL PHO TOGRAPHS. suro lo please. Send !!5 cts.
Hamilton CompanJ, Uarues l'lty, Iowa.
CLASSY girl pictures-2 beaut·li'~ 25 cts.; sixteen $1;
re:anded if dissatisfied. &selear, St. Louis. Mo.

FOR SALE

enclosfn~ a stamped enveJope and I

LON ELY MAI DEN . 26, wou ld many.
ture. Box 150K. Syracuse, N. Y.

will answer.

Write for plc•

MA R RY. Most successful "Home Maker... Hundred1
. rich. Confldentlal. reUable, years· e:i:per1ence, descrlt>-tions free.
"Tbe Successful Club,"' Box 556, Oakland, Cal.
M A RRY RICH . hundreds anxious. descrlptJve list free
satisfaction auaranteed. Select Club. Dept. A. R apid
Clt.v. S<>. Dak.

S IXTH AND SEYE.NTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egypt;ian
secrets. Black art, other rare. books. Ca.t:.alae f'r:ee.
S\ar Book Co., R 72Q, Camden, N. J.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . W• rulss pcems,
write music and guarantee. to secure pubflcation. Rub
mlt poems on any subjecL Broadway Studios.. 165C,
1-~1tzgeraJLt D'uildtng, Ne,• York.
4

MARRY :
Thousands congenial veople, worth from
U.-000 to $50,000 seeking early marriage, descrlvUoo.
photos, Introductions free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
no money. Arfdress Rtandn.rd C'or. Club, Gra}-sla1rn. 111.
MARRY: Names, Addresses, Jadle1 and eentlemen d•ir ..
In& early marriage 25 eta.
Sweetheart's Ma1:azino,

Rarnes City, lowa.

·

GET MARRI E D-Best Matrlmontal Ma-gszlne tmbUsbed.
~Ialled FREE. Many worth .from $1,000 and Ul)Wa rd
wwted to get mDCrted, ell.her sex. American Distributor.
Suite 217, Blairsville. Pa.

SILi{ REM f, ri "fTS. LCrf<"SI DOC~age, s•t olTered. S,.Ullre M AR RY-FREE P KO T OS beautiful Ja<lies; descriptions
o! stamped satin free. with every vacka:e. 15 cts.
and directory; l'.>atY when married. :New Plan Co .•
Silk .M imuracturers Agency, Porttand, Me'.
Deot. 245, Kansas C'lty, Mo.
LAND. ln- 1-Uehtgan ot 20, 40 or 80 acres- make you
iudeuende11t; i:.e neral crops. &t,,ock. J)Ollltry or fruit. MARRY, many rich. Particulars !er stamp. .1.\fr_s-. Morrison , S053 \V. Ifolcten St... SeattJe, Wash.
$15 to $35 pet acre. Easy payments. Big booklH
rree. SWi&art Land ('omoa.ny, Ml268. Firlt Nattonal "-'ARRY. For sure success huncfred select wealthy mem~
Hank Building, Clllcago, Il l.
bets, both sex. wlshlng mPL.taae.; stdctly confidential;
most reliable; years expert-,ace in this work; only bonHELP W ANTED
oral>le peoplo wanted. Free list. The Sucees!fful Cuoid,
LADIES WAN TE D. gnd MEN, too, lo adci,-ess envel- Mrs. Cappel, Box 115, Oakland, Cal.
opes and mnil &dverti9ing matter at home for laTge WO UL D YOU LIK E A WONDE RF UL LITT LE W IF E?
Cao make
mail order firms. spare or whole- time.
Write! Stamped envelopo or no rovly. Santee. Box
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or ex.perience required. 749, Ch1ea~o. Il1.
Book explain! cyeryth1ng: send 10 cts. to cover postage,
IF YOU WANT a llealthy, Wealthy, Loving Wile.
!le. 1A1 ard Pub. Co .. Tilton. N . H.
write mo.
M. A. . 4214 Call!ornia St., San Frani>EC RET S ERV ICE OPE RATI VE S Mm DETECTIVES cisco. Callf.
are 1n. demand.
Earn big money,
Travel e.YeryMARR
Y.
Thousands
of peoQle: all a,es; worth $5,000
whete.
Fu.clnaUng work.. Leun this protcsslou by
to $400,000: anxious !or marria&"e: writ& for my llat,
Particulars free.
American School of tree.
name study.
Ralph Hyde, B2 Mlnna SL, San Francisco, CaUf.
Criminology; Dept. M. Dettott. Mich.
Opportunltll !or men and wom en
SCI ENTIFIC
for secret investigation in your dhRrlct. Write C. T . YOUR L IF E STO RY In the stars. Send birth date ancl
riudwi1r, ~21 Westover Blda-.. Ke.nsas City, Mo.
dime for trial teadina. Eddy. 430: Jetrerson, Xansas
RA I LWAY TRA F F IC I N'S P ECT O-BS earn tron1 $110 to Clt.y, Mo.
$200 per month and expenses. Travel it desired. Un- YOUR LIFE STD RY In the at.a.rs. Send birth date and
llmlted advancement. No ag& limit. \Ve train you. dime for trial readine. Sherman, Rapid City. S. Dak.
Positions furnished under guarantee.. Write for Booklet AST ROLOGICA L READING given with Key to Health.
:!M 101, Standard Business Training Institute~ Bu!ralo,
10 cts. birthdate, worth $1. Joseph L . Devere, 123
)!, Y.
West ?tlaclison Strf'E't. Chfcngo.
SAL ESM EN-C IT Y OR TRAVE LING.' Experl•nce un. SONGWRITERS
necessary. Send for )1st of lines and full varUculars,
Prepare in svare time to earn the b.la' saladei.,~$2,600 YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG. We wrtte tbe
mustc. publish and secUl'e a copyright. Submit poems
to $10,000 a year. Emvloymont services rendered mem~
be.rs. National Salesmen's Trainlnc .Assoclat1'on, Dept. on any subject. The Metropolltan Studios, 914 S<>uth
Mkhls:an .Ave., Room 147, Chtca&o, Ill.
l66H, Chlcaro, lli.
W RITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . W.e write music.
MISCELLANEOUS
a-uarantee publlsber·s acceptanc&. Submit poems on
WR ITE T H E WORDS FOR A S ONG. We revise poems, patrlotlsm, love o:r any aubject. Chester Mus!a Co. , 920
write music and zuarantee to secure vubllcatlon. Sub- So. Michigan Ave., Suite 249. Chicago, Ill.
s*~{:c\or:.roadway Studios, 165C, WRITE A SONG-Lo,e. Mother, Home, Childhood.
patrloUc or anv subject.
I compose muslo and
ELECTRICA L Ta.ttoolng Machine, $8. $5 and $7. Cata- guarantee 1>ubllca.Uon.
Send words to day. Tbomu
d~~~f ~r stamp. J. I[, T'emke, 1019 VlQe, K. Cln- Merlin, 293 Reaper Bicek. Chicago.
BE A DET ECTIV E.

;{fzg~~=~s D~nd~~~-

4

1
((flft..c.inm ffl
25 cts. ; Five, $1.00.

SWEETH EA RTS Fl!!H
IDte Llko
Ilungry Wolveo. Bo:r,
Hamilton
Mfg .. Barnes City, Iowa.
BO OKS AN D P HO TOS-Cataloir FREE. United Sales
C'ompany, Springffeld, Ill.
BOYS; 500 money-making secreta for 25 cts. to introduce
our catalog of bookt. Send tbat quarter now t o Empire Suvvly Co., 24 N orris Ave., Pawtucket. R . I.
100 FOREIGN STAM PS ONE DIME. Nazarl th Stamp
C'o .. 18~ Norwell s;., Dorchester, 21 MeSI.
MAIDEN 'S

PRAY ER; INTE RESTING

VIEWS,

poot-

cards; ten~ 15c; twenty. 250; cataloeue included.
Ste.wart ComDany, Providence, Bbod.e Island.
MYSTIC wonder pleturea. they're 1?eat; 2 packaget
10 cents, sliver. Durio. Dept. 119, 25 Mulberry St..
New York Cl~,

Y OU W RI TE T H E WO RDS FOR A SONG. we'll com-

l)Ose the melody tree a.nd vubUsb the sonc eomplete.
The Lenox C'ompan,y. 125th St. and 8th Ave., Bishop
B id~.• NP>• York.
W l!ITE T H E WORDS FllR A SO Nll. J;,ove. mother,
or any subject. We compose mualo, ' guaralt.teo tree
publfcatlorr.
Sl\bmU words today. Chicago Musto
l!!tudlos, Dept. 156, 725 N. Wosltrn, Chicago, Jll.
_
HAY~ YOU SONG POEMS? t h1ne beat proposition..
Bay Hlbbel,t, Dl04, 4040 Dickens At.... Chlca,o.

RABBITS
READ

THE

RABBIT

J OURNAL. St. 1'rancl1, WI&.

Two 71ar1, $1.00 ; trial 1ubscrlp tJon. 2~ eta.

STAMMERINC
8T-STU-T·T-TERING and 1tammerln1 eurtd

GLASS BULLETS CANNOT
BREAK.

at "-me.

Instructive booklet luo.
Walter McDonnell 16
Potomac Rank Bide., W11hln1ton. D. C.
STRONG , CLEAi! VOICE FOR YOU by 1h11 new ln~xp"nsive Antt -Stammering and Voice PerfecUn,:
Juethod. Send 50 eta. for complete instructions by whi ch
;you will 1ucceed. E. M . Jar,1", Box 1381, Salt Lake
CltY. Utah.

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or Snutr Habit cured or no pay.

cured. Remedy sent on trial.
l3alt1more. Md.

Superba Co,,

$1 II
PC.

TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIOOR. Quit hrblt easily,
Any form , chewinr, smoklnc or snuff'. cured or no
eharge. If cured, $1. Stopa cravlnK', harmless. Full
r eml!d.y on trial. Perkins Co., B-51 Hastings, Nebr.

.... JAZZ 'Ell ...

amt

I REW ... llm IIYEITIII

~jr-·y,rm,=a
111" F11lt-Plceil&'.' ti~ lltitaelly.

fMI.J

as, ISEIITS WAITR

8TSWAllT CO., Ull[ W. Ut.b at .• Jf. T, C
0 LD COIN• WANT.SD

$

f2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundn41 ..
l:OIIIB dated before 1895, Keei- ALL el•
Me11ey. You may have Colaa worU1 •
Large Premium. Send 10c. tor new
Illustrated Coin Value Book, 1iH 4isl.
Get Posted at Once.

OLABJt.lC CIU:N CO., INx S6, 14 Rey, N, T.

I

W.NRN,
JNG
·11n
lteellln1
you, to
low.le
- Neularl>W'l•the,
do not
beeome
addloted
woabnlna:
or mineral Juxatl.,.: full try KOROLAX:
1afe, .11enU1, wboleaome. Beet and roe•
fartbe,t. Obtainable at buay druulata,
wbore, Korol.ax la relief for man:, &llment,,
lncludtna conetipaUon, h&&d&ehq, dlz,:Y
1pel11, belehlng, 1r11, boartburn. torpid ll"r,
bad breath. nenouaneaa. dyapevata. Jndtae, ..
UoD, oboalt;v, mental and pllJ'al<r&l Cl~II•-·

"'•rY·

BIG VALUE for .. IO Cts.

I Sosti•, -..orda aod 111.u&lc; 25 Pic-

ture• Pretty Gir11; 49 Wa'l•t• Make
Mooel'. : 1 Jelte Book;
Jk>olc on
I.o•e: l Macie Jleok; 1 Book Letter
Writinc; 1 Dre&DI .lloolr. and For•
tune Telltt; 1 Ceok Book; 1 Baae
Ball Beolt, ctn• ruk-. for gamea: 1
Toy Malter Book; J:.an111a1:e of

Jllowet•; 1 MoraeTel"li~l!_lpha•
bet; lll Chemical
eats;
Macie Age Table; Great orth Pole

Game: 100 Coauodrums\ 8 P1lsslea·
J.2 Oamea; IO Vuaea for Aatoa:rapla Alb\\111a. ~ Ali
tlae aboYe b:t_,,._11 for 10 • · aad ll ot.., _poatqc.

&el".llo ML• co.,

.._ to

, S.1.111 Xuwallt, Cua.

ROGOMAIElOYE

fNB1 ~
tu Get
Aw-.
· a -'fc:111
!ffsln!low
c.artab!p
.Bo1':to
fulGlri:toWoo a
Widt>w:towiaaaHoi'tcsa:bowlOaalch

a Jilich 1!13.ckelor. how to manqe you.r

beau toaako him1)1'0pa,,e:bowtoaake
your fellow.or 1lrl love 'J"!"' wba& to4o
befOt'e aod aftu the w~q. Tell1
other thiug1 nec-ry f~ l,eo,en •
know, Samo le COE7 117 melt )0 ee--.

BOUL No& CJO. Bu

11,

Dto lrerw.ui.~

Blindness
Tobacco
Although tobacco does not seem to do any

harm to some, many nre Injured by smoking or chewing. -One serious form Is amaurosis, a nervous blindness. Heart failure,
cancer, nervous breakdown, etc.. are attributed to tobacco. A book telling how to
overcome the addidlon of smoking, chewing
or snuff using, easily and quickly, will be
malled free by the author, Edward J. Woods,
TE-103. Station F, New York, N. Y;

A demonstration in the efficacy of bulletproof glass for
cashiers' cages as
a mean s of
thwarting holdup men was held
in the shooting
gallery of Police
H e a d q uarters,
New York, the
other day under
the
supervision
of Deputy Commissioner
Faurot. The demonstration, w h i c h
was attended by
r e p r esentatives
of
twenty-four
banks, was
a
gre::d;. success.
Experts of the
Police
Department,
standing
three feet from
the new glass,
fired ten shots
from a 38-calibre
automatic pistol
at it without on~
bullet
g oin g
through the pane.
Later a full clip
from a 45-calibre
automatic failed
to penetrate the
glass.
All the
leaden
bullets
were flattened,
while the steel
shells
e i th e r
were imbedded in
the pane or fell
to the floor. The
glass w~s dented
·anu cracked into
fine hair lines,
but did not fly.
The glass is
being put on the
market bv the
Bankers' Protecti v e Appliance
Corporation. I t
consi sts of two
pieces of plate
g l a s s between
which is placed a
sheet of pyra1in.
The glass is then
welded together
under high temperature and tremendous
pressure. It is beinlf
used Riso
for
automobile wind
shields.

BAN ON REFILLING CIGAR
BOXES.
More than 140,000,000 cigar boxes
are destroyed in the United States
every year. These cedar ciga r c-ontainers now cost from twenty-seven to
thirty cents apiece. If all cigars
were packed fifty to the box ( a nd
they're not) the cigar manufacturers
of this cottntry alone would be spending $35,000,000 a year for receptacles;
but as nearly one-half of cig·ar production goes into fortieths, or in boxes
of twenty-five, the cig·ar manufacturers are spending a great deal more
th.an $35,000,000; a. conservative estimate is $55,000,000. Thirteen years
ago cedar cigar boxes cost from ten
to eleven and a half cents.
Every cigar box which has contained cigars is immediately smashed
after being emptied by the retailE!! to
comply with the rules and reguh.t1ons
of the Department of Internal Revenue of the United States. Meantime, millions upon millions of cigars
are lying loose on the shelves of manufacturers of them because of an
acute scarcity of cigar boxes.
If only half of the total amount _of
ciga r boxes could be used over agam,
not indefinitely, but only for the second packing, the innovation ~ould_ e1;tirely correct the shortage m cigar
boxes and thus an actual _saving of
$17,000,000 per annum would accrue
to the cigar manufacturers, who could
reduce the price of their cigars somewhat.
Many more than one-half of the
cigar boxes are in perfect condition
and could be reclaimed not only for
one refilling but for several. It is not
so much the great monetary saving,
though; it is the desire to get a _sufficient number of boxes so that cigar
distribution may not be longer arrested because of the box shortage.
The object of the Government in requiring that 140,000,000 cigar boxes
be junked every year is not one of
wanton wa.ste. In prescribing that
cigars shall be packed in boxes never
having been used befote for that purpose, the Government's object is to
minimize the temptation to reuse the
internal revenue stamp.
In other words, the Government, aft er exacting a tribute of $50,000,000
a year from the tobacco trade, in _the
form of internal revenue taxation,
compels the cigar manufacturers to
dump more than $35,000,000 of their
personal property into the junk pile,
for the sole purpose of making it
easi er for the 'Government to collect
its $50,000,000 in taxes.
But the solution of the box supply
question may be not far off. Recent
perfected mechanical devices will
doubtless make it possible for every
cigar manufacturer to be his own
boxmaker-

WILD
-

WEST WEEKLY
- •LATEST ISSUES -

913 Young Wild We.st Exposing the Exp'ress Robbers; o~. With
Arie tta in Gold Dust City.
914 Young Wi ld West and the Cowboy Trailer; or, The. Ranchman's
R eveng·e.
•
915 Youug Wild West and the Missing Scout; or. Arietta and the
111:J.drnan.
016 Young Wild West Doomed to Death; or, A.l"ietta :µid the It.Ifie
Queen.
.
917 Young Wild West On a Golden Trail; or, The Mystery of MaA"iC
PUL

.

918 Young Wild West Fighting the Indians; or, The Uprisiug of the

Utes.
~
919 Young Wild West On a Cattle Range; or, Arieta and the "Bad"
Cowboy.
,
920. Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, The Death of Ace Iligh.
921 Youn:g Vl' ild West's Silver Search; or, Arietta and the Lost
Treasure.
922 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne Charlie"s
Ifard-Pau Hit.
923 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill»; or, A.rietta's Game of
Bluff.
924 Young Wild West and the Deadsbot Cowboys; or, A. High Old
Time at Bucktnghorn Ranch.
925 Young Wild West's Cavalry Charge; or, The Sllot That Saved
Arietta's Life.
926 Young_ Wild West's Three-Day Hunt; or. The Raiders of Red
·
Ravine.
.
927 Young Wild W est and "Silver Stream"; or, The White Girl· Cap·
tive of the Sioux.
Fo~ sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to a,ny address on
receipt of prlce, 7 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by
HARRY E . WOLFF, Pub., 166 West 23d St•• New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HA..~D BOOKS
No. 46. HOW TO llIAKE AND USE ELEC'l'RlCITY.--A descr(p.
tion. of. thee wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetis m; together with full instructions for making Electric Toys. Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A.M., M.P. Containing over fifty illustrations.
No. 47'.

HOW TO BREAK, RIDE A.ND DRIYE A HORSE.- A

complete treatise on tl_l.e· horse. Describing the most useful horses
tor business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
diseases peculiar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy book
for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes and tho
most popul,i,r manner ot sailing them. Fully illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting del.)ates,
outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the best sources
for procuring information on the question given .
·
No. GO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS .-A valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds. animals an<f insects.
No. ISL Ho,v TO DO THICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalning explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand · applicable to
card tricks; of Cll.l'd tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
sleight-of-hand; of trfoks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of
specially p:.epared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre. Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce.
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many
other popular games of cards.
·
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful llttle book.
telllng you how- to write to your sweetheart, your father, mother.
sister, brother, employer; and, in fact. everybody and anybody you
wish to write to.
For sa.l'o by all newsdeaJers, or ;will be _sent to any addreu 011
receipt of _,price. 10c. per · copy, or 3 for 25c., in money or postace
stamps, by
FRANK TOUSEY. Pub., 168 West 23d St .• New York.

SCENARIOS
By JAMES P. OOGAN

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price SIi Cent• Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent changes in the method
ot construction and su bmisston of scenarios. Sixty Lessons,
covering every phase of scenario writing, from the most elemental to the most advanced principles. This treatise coTers
everything a person mnst know ln order to make money as a
successful scenario, writer. Jl'or sale by au News-dealers and
Book-Stores. It you cannot procure a copy, send ns the price.
311 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will mall you one.
postage free. Address
.
L. B.E NABENS, 210 Seventh Ave.• New York, N. Y •.

